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Abstract

The aim of this thesis is to investigate the perfonnance of a glound penetrating

radar (GPR) system over snow covered sea ice. Field data collected in the Canadian

Arctic is cornpared with simulation results obtained with use of the Finite-Difference

Tirne-Donain (FDTD) technique, aI 250 MHz and 1 GHz centre frequencies. This

comparison evaluates the accuracy of the rnodelling method by use of trace profiles to

assess how well results can be aligned in tenns of the response pattem in both lnedia.

In the field, the remote sensing GPR tool was reliable in detenriining physical

first-year sea ice thickness accurately at both fi'equencies. In first-year sea ice conditions,

the GPR units could both deten¡ine thickness accurately at both frequencies rvithin a

l0 cm acculacy and detect the presence of anisotlopy fiom the bottom reflections. The

average permittivity of the first-year sea ice examined was e,. : 3.5. Snorv thickness

measurements obtained with the i GHz system could resolve depths of loughly l2 cm

and greater', or approxirnately a nrinirnum half wavelength in the medium. The average

permittivity in the dry snow was e,. : 1.64. In the multiyear sea ice investigations, the

thickness could not be detennined due to the sunounding ice floes having subsulface

water horizons, or a thickness surpassing the maximum penetration depth of the systern.

A lirnitation of the field data sets is that wet snovr' was not encountered.

The 3D cornputer rnodel is based on the bistatic structure of the GPR units. The

system consists of two centre-fed, resistively loaded, linearly polarized dipole antennas

with a metal shield enclosure that is approximated by a perfect electric conductor (PEC).

The stratified geophysical models used for simulation conespond to the inhomogeneity

and thickness of the snow cover and sea ice examined in the field campaigns.



The results of the snow covered first-year sea jce simulation are in good

agreement when compared with the field data in that the magnitude and waveform of the

signal at key points align. Due to the high physical variability, an accurate model for the

GPR systern over multiyear sea ice was not feasible.
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Motivation

l.l Remote Sensing of Snorv and Sea Ice

Remote sensing is defined as "the measurement of properlies of an object or

feature on the Earth's surface by an instrument that is not in direct physical contact with

the object or feature" []. Remote sensing devices have been used extensively to infer

infon¡ation about sea ice extent and variability in the polar regions [2]. These

instruments permit a large area to be studied in a shofi time, which is a chief concem

during field expeditions that ale quite costly and in isolated locations. They can also be

used to study a system on a 24-houl basis, and are not limited to daylight-hour operation.

Microwave remote sensing equiprnent is an important tool in studying the arctic

snow and sea ice systern due to the strong contl'ast in electrornagnetic properties betrveen

the snow, sea ice, and open ocean [3]. In addition to earlh science researchers, rernote

sensing data is used by rnilitaly, commercial groups, and goverrìments for issues as

divelse as trade shipping routes and sovereignty.

In the Canadian Arctic, thele are many reasons to measure the thickness ofsnow

and sea ice repeatedly and accurately. These include monitoring the creation of ice

aìrfìelds, safety of local residents who travel by snow machine, and coordinating ship

and port logistics. Collecting this data will also assist scientists researching climate

change, as it can be used in conjunction with other investigations to determine if there

are short and long-term trends that are affecting the system and subsequently study their

rate of change.

Remote sensing tools can be categorized as either active or passive. Active

devices en.rit electromagnetic energy towards an object or medium of inte¡est and



measure the return, or scattered fields. Passive devices detect blackbody radiation that is

emitted by, or reflected from, an object or medium.

In contrast with spacebome remote sensing applications, /n s/tlr remote sensing

experiments can be conducted in conjunction with ground truth experiments to provide

tesearchers with a close-up examination of the geophysical processes occunìng within a

selected region. Sampled over multiple field seasons, these results can be analyzed in a

time-series to determine how changes occur from the fall freeze-up to the spring rnelt,

and over the summer months.

Using remote sensing tools to study snow and sea ice in the Canadian Arctic is

one of the principal research colnponents at the University of Manitoba's Centre for

Earth Observation Science (CEOS). Past studies have included the use of a C-band

scattelometer operating with a centre flequency of 5.5 GHz, and radiometers aT 19 GHz,

37 GHz, and 85 GHz.

The active miclowave scatterometer, translnitting linear orthogonally polarized

waves, has been used to determine the normaÌized ladar cross section (NRCS) of the

surface of bare and snow covered sea ice, The system is capable of rneasuring the fully

polarirnehìc response of a region of interest. The results, in the form of scattering

signatures, facilitate the creation of new models explaining the thennodynarnic and

electromagnetic interactions of the cornplex nedia being studied. Recent work

highlighting its use over multiyear ice in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (CAA) can be

seen in [4].

The passive radiorneter rneasures the then¡al ladiation from a region dictated by

the pattem of the radiornete¡ receive antenna. This received energy is known as the



"brightness temperature". Measuring energy emitted at millimetre wavelengths aids

arctic researchers due to the high sensitivity of r¡iclowave emission to the changes in

dielechic properties in snow. Recent work outlining the developrnent of a snow water

equivalent algorithm using microwave radiornetry can be found in [5].

To improve upon the electromagnetic characterization of an area of snow

covered first-year ice or multiyear ice, low frequency remote sensing instruments can be

used in conjunction with higher radar frequencies to properly identify snow and sea ice

characteristics. The active microwave Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) is the most

logical instrument to conduct these surueys (due to the reasons further discussed in this

thesis).

GPR technology was first repoÍed in 1929, but largely forgotten until its use in

the final Apollo lunar mission in the early 1970s [6]. It has since developed into an

effective subsurface imaging tool. Generally speaking, it is a broadband, irnpulse ladar

system that is cost effective, portable, and extremely durable, the latter of which is most

impofiant for successful opelation in harsh environments. Its applications are varied,

appearing in archeological and forensic investigations, bridge deck analysis, echo-

soundíng of glaciers, and borehole inspection [7], and has proven effective in rneasuring

the thickness of sea ice [8]. In cerlain applications, frequency-modulated continuous

wave (FMCW) radar systems have been used. Typically, this is done where targets of

interest are shallow and fi'equencies above I GHz can be used [7].

An illustration of the mentioned remote sensing instluments is seen in Figule 1.1.



Scatterometer Radiorneter

GPR

ffiffi

Figure 1,1: Microìvave renlote sensing tools used ín snorv âDd sea ice investigâtions include the
actiye scâtterometer and GPR, and the pâssive radiometer

1.2 Motivation

The usefulness ofGPR to detect subsulface dielectric differences led the research

group at CEOS to acquire a lnulti-fi'equency GPR systerr - pafi of the pulseEKKO PRO

series of antennas from Sensors & Software, lnc. These ladar units, which operate at

250 MHz and 1 GHz centre frequencies, will be used to evaluate the feasibility of

€sea ice lke¿ ice Osea icc



charactenzing the complex, inhomogeneous, multilayered interfaces of snow covered

sea ice with low flequency electromagnetic equipment. The addition ofthis radar system

adds to the complement of information that may be obtained, thereby increasing the

knowledge of the r¡icrowave characteristics of a given region of interest. The high

conductivity of sea water prevents a GPR system from measuring the water depth

undemeath a section of sea ice [9]. Although major advances in GPR antenna design

have occurred in the last twenty years, little research has been conducted in applying

impulse radar to study snow and sea ice, and research has nevet' been carried out in the

locations surveyed in this work. The aim of the field work component of this thesis is to

ASSESS:

l. the accuracy of a GPR system to elucidate snow / sea ice thickness,

2. the apparent features from GPR data that can be used to discern rnulti-layeled

interfaces,

3. the variations in measurelnent setup that can be rnade to possibly irnprove results,

4. post-processing software techniques can assist in detailing rnore geophysical

features.

The design component of this thesis simulates the physical enviromrent and

antenna setup to replicate plelirninary field wolk with these units in a forward modelling

approach. By simulating a known dishibution of physical properties of a multiJayered

shucture, the expected system response can be found. The simulated data will be used to

detennine:

l. whether the domain size and parameters can accurately depict field data

conditions,



2. the number oflayers requiled to accurately model the response,

3. the point at which the resolution of the system sees no differences when layers are

made finer and finer,

4. the potential altematives to the cument technique to make the modelling setup

rnore precise.

The overarching objective of remote sensing in the Canadian Arctic is to

amalgamate all collected microwave data to depict what geophysical processes are

occun'ing in the changing polar regions. This GPR research will assist investigators by

providing a starting point for building up a knowledge database of different physical

varieties of snow covered sea ice that exists. This starling basis is a useful tool when

investigating various forms of sea ice, since it can be used as a baseline upon which to

fon¡ a new GPR survey in tirne-critical operations. Ongoing research can portray this in

an interannual variability study of GPR traces in a selected region, as well as over a

varìety of sea ice types and snow covers. In addition, an accurate computer model will

be used and expanded for fur1her GPR experiments.

1.3 Review of Snow and Sea Ice Thickness Measurements, GPR
System Modelling and Snolv ând Sea Ice Scattering Modelting

1.3.1 Snorv and Sea Ice Thickness Measurements

Measurement data on snow and sea ice thickness have been collected for some

time, but rnost of the tools employed have been excessively tirne-consurning and

sometimes inaccurate. The rnost rudirnentary method of rneasurìng thicknesses has been

by hand tools - measuring the snow thickness with a ruler, and using an auger to drill

through the ice and a tape measure with a weight on the end to give the absolute



thìckness. A standard tool used to measure sea ice thickness has been the hot-wire

thickness gauge, but its reading must be done by hand and installed in one location,

which does not permit measulernent over a distributed region [10].

Sea ice thickness has also been inferred via use of an electromagnetic induction

sounding system. In this setup, a low frequency EM field is generated by a tlansrnitter

coil that induces eddy cuments in the water, which in tum result in a secondary EM field,

rneasured by a receiver coil. This system relies on sea ice having a high resistance, or

low conductivity relative to sea water, and is thus transparent at the equipment's

operating fi'equency of 9.8 kHz Il]. Results have revealed this device to be highly

temperature sensitive in nature, which renders it implactical for use in the cold

environment whele it is operated. Moreover, it is a large piece of equipment and very

difficult to transpofi and to use in the field.

Upwald-looking sonar is another implementation of rneasudng sea ice thickness.

This prccess uses sonar to measure the distance from a submaline to the bottom of the

sea ice. A pressure sensor is then used to provide the distance to the sea ice surface. The

difference between these two measurements is known as the ice draft [12]. This is an

elabo¡ate and cornplicated method ofdetennining sea ice thickness, and thus not feasible

for long-tenn scienti fi c monitoring.

The use of irnpulse radar was introduced in 1972 to determine the limitations of

such a system on plofiling ice thickness in the Canadian Arctic. It was during this

prograrn that the anisotropic behaviour of sea ice was fir'st reported [3]. Further

research, rnostly conducted by the Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory

(CRREL) has investigated the elech'ornagnetic propefiies of first-year ice and multiyear



ice and the phenornenon of anisoh'opy (see for example [4], [i5], [6]). These studies

were perfonned by snorv rnachine, and from an ailborne helicopter platforrn.

More recently, ongoing research conducted at the Alfred Wegener Institute for

Polar and Marine Research is investigating the response of GPR in combination with

other EM tools over snow covered sea ice [17]. An intemational workshop on Antarctic

sea ice thickness was held in JuÌy,2006, in Hobart, Australia, as well. This workshop

outlined current research effoÍs at measuring sea ice thickness via satellite, and

previously mentioned techniques [ 8].

1,3,2 GPR System Modelling

The Radar Range Equation (RRE) is the simplest form of modelling that is

applied to GPR to assess the system's ability to plobe into a matel'ial and to detect an

object. A penetlation depth and signal magnitude can be estimated by lecognizing how

strongly attenuation in a lnedium affects GPR. This is done by estirnating systerr

palalneters, target parameters, and material properties.

The RRE can be illustrated schernatically using the block diaglarn of Figure 1.2.

The lesulting received power P,. (W) at the receiver antenna can be expressed as [19]:

(l.l)

where P, (W) is the transmitted power, G,. and G, are the gain of the receiving and

transmitting antennas, o", is the radar cross-section, or RCS 1m2;, of a given target, 2 is

the wavelength of the propagating electromagnetic wave (rn), I is a tenlr representing

the average losses in the system, and r is the distance to a given object (rn).
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Figure 1.2: Block diagran illustl.ating the RRE, after I20l

To conduct a successful survey, the sum of all the energy losses (in dB)

measured by the RRE along the various paths that the signal will tlavel must not exceed

the GPR systetr perfonnance factor given by the rnanufacturer, or else the target will not

be detectable from background noise [21]. Noise is always present in physical situations,

necessitating the introduction of a tenn known as the signal to noise ratio (SNR), which

is the porver received divided by the power of the noise [ 19]:



(1.2)

A popular GPR modelling tool has been the Finite-Difference Time-Dornain

(FDTD) technique, which solves the full vector wave equation in the tirne dorrain [22].

GPR rnodelling applications in a 3D FDTD environment have examined diverse research

areas, such as unexploded ordnance (UXO) [23], properties ofpavement layers [24], and

near'-field antenna analysis [25].

1.3.3 Snorv and Sea Ice Scattering Modelling

Research has also been conducted to a lir¡ited extent into modelling snow and

sea ice in FDTD (see for example 1261,121D. As input parameters, these studies rely on

eithe¡ collected field data, or have assurned standard literature values recorded during

snow and sea ice studies for modelling.

1.4 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 of this thesìs introduces relevant electromagnetic concepts, GPR

principles, and medium propeÍies and geophysics ofsnow and sea ice. Chapter'3 details

the fìeld work component of this study. A descliption of the physical antenna system ìs

given along with its calibration, and the rnethodology ofhow ground truth and raw GPR

data were collected. Chapter 4 discusses the 3D FDTD rnodelling method and how this

technique can create a detailed model of the GPR systern and environment used in the

field carnpaigns. Chapter' 5 presents the results of the fìeld and sirnulated experiments,

and Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and discusses future rvork.
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Chapter 2 Background

2.1 Backgroundon Electromagnetics

2.1.1 Maxn'ell'sEquations

GPR signals propagate electromagnetic waves that can be fully described

mathematicalìy by Maxwell's equations. Explessed in differential tirre dornain form,

they are:

YxE =

VxH =

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

ôB
'- 

a,

r+q
õt

whele:

E is the elechic field intensity

V.D=p

V.B=0

IV/rn]
-É1 is the rnagnetic field intensity [A/rn]
D is electric flux density [C/m'z]
B is rnagnetic flux density
J is electric cunent density

IWb/m'?]
Ie/m2l

p is the electlic chalge density [C/m3]

One can quantitatively describe GPR signals (assurning linear, isotropic rnedia)

by using Maxwell's equations together with the following constitutive relationships:

D=eE
g=pH
J=oE

where:

e is the pennittivity of the mediurn [FÁn]
¡r is the penneability of the medium [H/m]
o is the conductivity of the rnedium [S/m]

(2.s)
(2.6)

(2.7)
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Assuming that all field quantities are time hannonic, with d"'suppressed, taking the curl

of the first of Maxwell's equations gives:

VxVxE =-jo:pYxH (2.8)

and applying the vector identìtyVxVxl =V(V ' Z)-V'1I (while assurning soulce free

media) yields:

Y'?E*¡a¡t(o+¡ae)e=o

more commonly given as:

Y2E-y'E=o

which is known as the HeÌrnholtz equation.

E,(z) = [o¿-e

where -ð¡ is the magnitude of the field intensity, and

of,the medium is defined as:

(2.e)

(2. r 0)

(2.11)

the cornplex propagation constant y

2.1.2 Wave Propagation and Penetration Depth

One solution of the Helmholtz equation in Cartesian coordinates is a plane wave

propagating in the z-direction. Many of the basic principles of GPR nray be understood

with this type of field. At the point z, the plane wave has electric field intensity:

y=d+jp (2.12)

where o, is the attenuation constant, B is the phase constant, andj is the irnaginary unity.

They are defined as [28]:

A=A INp/m] (2.t3)

(2.14)

t2



Conceptually, the attenuation constant is a measure of the spatial rate of decay of the

wave in the medium. If the¡e is no conductivity in the medium, as is the case in a

lossless medium, there is no attenuation as the wave propagates. The phase constant is a

measure of the phase shift per unit length, and is related to the wavelength of the

propagating wave by:

1-
À = - (2.1s)

The total electromagnetic loss in a scattering medium is cornprised of attenuation

losses and scatteling losses. Loss, in this situation, is defined as energy not detectable by

the GPR system. Attenuation loss, sometimes refened to as absorption loss, results from

electlomagnetic energy transformed into other fonls of energy, such as heat, wheleas

scattedng loss is energy that is caused to travel in directions othel than that of the

incident radiation and not back to the receiver.

Using the above defìnition, it can be stated that an electrornagnetic wave

propagates through a given mediurn with phase velocity:

(2.16)

and exhibits an exponential attenuation of:

A -- 2)aloge (2J7)

This value can also be measured in [dB/m], where I Np (neper) is defìned as:

I Np = 291ot,o e = 8.686 [dB] (2.1 8)

Attenuation will dictate the exploration depth by its relation to the skin depth á.

The skin depth is a measure of the depth to which an electromagnetic wave can penetrate

a rnedium:

l3



(2.te)

Another way of descrìbing the skìn depth is that ô is the distance thlough which the

amplitude ofa lravelling plane wave decreases by a factor oî eÌ or the value 0.368 [29].

In most GPR equipment, a maximum detectable signal is commonly chosen to be three

skin depths in the medium [22].

The magnetic pemeability is seldom of major impoÍance for GPR applications,

especially in snow and sea ice, and is often negligible [30]. Therefore, the penneability

is commonly assumed to be that of free space:

tr = tlo = 4it xlo-? lHlml (2.20)

The relative pennittivity characterizes the electrical properties of media, and is

denoted s = eoþ'-¡e").lt is given relative to the pennittivity offree spaceeo, which is a

constant value: 8.854x l0-'2 [F/m]. s' is often refened to as the reaì component of the

permittivity, or the dielectric pelrnittivity, ande" is the dielectric loss factor and is a

function of frequency. The changes in permittivity between snow, ice, and rvater rnake

them distinguishable with GPR, as they are, for the most par1, sirnply different fonns of

the same material.

The n.raterial loss tangent is a measure of the power loss in the medium and is

defined as [29]:

^l

¡an6 ={"e'
The effective conductivity of a medium due to dielectric losses can be expressed as:

oetl = oa ao

(2.21)

(2.22)
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This can be arrived at by starting with Maxwell's magnetic curl equation, and assuming

a time dependent d''. Then the terms must be placing into phasor form, followed by

substituting in values for J and D, and fìnally solving for the conductivity tenn [28].

2,1,3 Wave Properties at Interfaces, Scattering and Propagation Dispersion

The magnitude of an electlic and magnetic field vectol propagating through a

nredium are related by the value of the mediur¡'s intrinsic impedance ry. In general, it is

complex, and can be expressed as:

(2.23)

When an electrornagnetic plane wave is travelling in a medium and is at non¡al

incidence with another, paft of the wave is reflected, and a ratio defìning this reflection

is given by:

- 4t-lt
4z+|lt

The rest ofthe wave is transrnitted, and is defined as:

T=1+f

(2.24)

(2.2s)

If dealing with layerìng in a complex medium, the h'avel tirne of a wave in a GPR

system rnoving from one medium to another defines the response of the top and bottom

of a layer. To be detectable, there must be a suffìcient electrornagnetic impedance

contrast between the layer and the media above and below. Therefore, if two layers'

dielectric ploperties are very close to each other, the system rnight not detect the change

[3 1].

ln the litelature, it is cornmon to ignore the conductive losses and expt.ess f

exclusively by the dielectric constant of a niediurn [32]:
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(2.26)

Therefore, the reflection coefficient of a normal incident signal (plane wave

having an amplitude of 1.0) meeting the interface between an average dielectrjc value of

sea ice (s/. : 3.7) and sea water (e,. : 81) [33], will have f æ -0.65, and a value of

T r 0.35. At this interface, the wave will therefore be heavily reflected. Moleover, the

small wave propagation that penetrates this boundary will be attenuated greatly in the

sea \ryater medium and an inconsequential amount will return through the sea ice and

arrive at the receiving antenna, even if the sea water layer is quite shallow. In leality the

waves are not planar and these equations must be used judiciously. In cerlain instances

lfl rnight not be very far off fi'om the nonnal incidence calculation, depending on the

geometry of the setup, and taking other losses into account.

In this thesis, a radiated wavelet refers to the elech'ic field tirne dependence of the

signal emitted fi'om the GPR antenna in a medium, and is discussed in Section 3.2.1. The

reflection coefficient detennines the positive or negative nature of the signal, and lience

direction of a GPR radiated wavelet. This is because a reflection in a GPR wave is

caused by a change in electromagnetic impedance. When a wave comes into contact

with a talget or medium of higher impedance, it will yield a positive reflection

coefficient, whereas a lower impedance larget or medium gives rise to a negative

reflection coefficient and changes the polarity of the wave. This is evident in GPR trace

profìles, and is extremely useful in subsurface intetpretation.

t6



2.1.4 Polarization

The wave polarization desc¡ibes the time varying direction and relative

magnitude of the electric-fìeld vector. The polarization of a GPR antenna used for field

rneasurements can have a significant impact on the response. Additionally, the antenna's

orientation is important to consider during a survey, as the sensitivity of this

alrangement is different depending on the type oftarget and subsurface conditions [34].

The polarization of most irrpulse system anten¡as, such as dipoles and bowties,

is generally, and for the most pafi accurately, assumed to be linear along the long axis of

the antenna [21]. Other radiators, such as log periodic or log spiral antennas, have been

used fo¡ GPR work, but these antennas more so than others, critically depend on their

size to achieve specific operating characteristi cs 122]. The units acquiled for this

research deal exclusively with the use of linearly polarized shorl elechic dipoles.

Additional details on polarization can be found in the litelatule [35].

2.7.5 Radiating Field Regions

The space surrounding a dipole antenna can be classified into the reactive near-

field, the radiated near-freld (Fresnel region), and the radiated far-field (Flaunhofer

legion). Though no abrupt change signals the transition frorn one region to another,

distinct field behaviour pattems distinguish thern.

The reactive near-field is the area in the near-field imrnediately surrounding the

antenna where the reactive field dominates. The boundary of this legion extends from

the antenna surface to a radial distance of:

l7



Dnt
r > 0.62 (2.27)

'where D, is the largest dimension of the antenna. For a very short dipole, or equivalent

radiator, the outer boundary can also be taken to exist at an outer distance of ),.t2n 1361.

The radiating near-field is the region between the reactive near-field and the far-

field. ìf rnaximurn dimension of the antenna is srrall compared to the wavelength, this

region may not exist [36]. The region is defined as existing frorn the outer boundary of

the leactive near-fìeld until the space defrned by:

2D,
).

(2.28)

When dealing with GPR units in contact with the sulface, seldorn in the literature are the

first two fieltl regions decomposed into different areas; they are simply stated as one

region, refen'ed to as the near-field zone 1321.

The far-field region is defined as the region of the field of the antenna where the

angular field distribution is essentially independent of the distance from the antenna. The

terms defining the electric and magnetic field of the antenna in spherical coordinates

have a division by a factor of the radial distance, and once this becomes sufficiently

large, the radial cornponent becomes nil.

2.1.ó FrequencyDomain Information

Most commercial GPR systerrs, and namely the units used in this thesis, use an

irnpulse waveform to probe the subsurface, and by doing so collect time domain data

[37]. The fi'equency components of a time domain signal are then analyzed by using the

Discrete Fourier Transfolrn (for definition and equations, see [38]).

l8



2.1.7 AntennaDirectivity

Antennas that emit more radiation in a given direction than another ale said to

have a higher directivity in that specific radiating region (i.e. some regions are favoured

mole highly than others). The directivity of an antenna is defined as "the ratio of the

radiation intensity in a given direction from the antenna to the radiation intensity

averaged or,,er all directions" [36].

In essence, the directivity measures how much more intensely the antenna

ladiates in its preferred direction than an isotropic radiator would, when both are fed the

sarne power. An isotropic radiator has no preferred direction of radiation and is a

reference source against which other antennas are measured. It is for this reason that the

unils of gain are in dB;. The gain of an antenna is closely related to the directivity, the

difference being that gain deals with power rather than field strengths, and thus takes

inlo account the loss in a system.

Both gain and directivity can be expressed graphically in a 2D polar plot. This is

accomplished by taking cross-sections of the sphere used to define the far-field and

glaphing the vectors defìning the antenna behaviour, and then displaying these pattems.

They are refened to as the TE (H-plane) and TM (E-plane) modes.

When a shorl electric dipole is located in fi'ee space, with the geometry seen in

Figure 2.1, the TE and TM modes can be seen in the left-hand side of Figure 2.2 and

Figure 2.3. When the sarne dipole is situated on a typical glound (q.:4), these

directivity patterns change consíderably, due to the refractive focusing associated with

the irnpedance change at the air-ground interface 122], gling rise to the plots seen in the

l9



rìght-hand side of Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 (free space plots generated with use of

Rerncom XFDTD@).

x

Figure 2.1: Geonretry and coordinâte systenl for a short electric dipole in free space

Figure 2.2: TE Mode (H-plane) of dipole from Figure 2.1 (free space) and over ground tyith s.: 4,
from 139l, rrith pernfssion
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Figure 2.3: TM Mode (E-plane) of dipole fronr Figure 2.1 (fÌee spâce) ând over ground ìì'ith 8¡ = 4,
fronr 1391, rvith pernfssion

Undelstanding the directivity of a GPR antenna can also be visualized in Figure

2.4 by rneans ofa simplified GPR footprint representation [40].

Figure 2.4: Simplified GPR footprint cotrcept, fi om 1401, rrith permission
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2,1.8 Electromagnetic Modelling

In rnost electromagnetic experiments, a simulated test is done to evaluate

anticipated results of the actual laboratory or fieìd ground truth study. These findings can

be compaled to field tesults, dictate how well the model represents the physical system,

and give the user a visualization of the radiating fields and their reaction to different

media.

A number of numerical techniques exist that solve Maxwell's Equations. They

rnainly utilize the Method of Mornents (MoM), Finite Elernent Method (FEM), or FDTD

method. This thesis ernploys the FDTD technique clue to its many operational benefits as

well as its widespread use in GPR modelling applications.

Applying the FDTD technique to the GPR forward problern classifies it as an

initial value - open boundary problenr. First ploposed by Yee in [41], a full theory

behind the FDTD method can be found in the comprehensive references of [42] and

[43], but its main benefits are that it [7]:

¡ directly implernents Maxwell's equations in 3D space rvithout first evaluating

electric or magnetic potential,

provides a 3D (total fìeld) solution and operates on both elechic and magnetic field

vectol s,

allows for the comprehensive visualization of the electromagnetic fields and waves

in time and space.

The starling point for all FDTD fonnulations is to utilize Maxwell's curl

equations, and arive at:
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The temr a., for magnetic conductivity, is included to account for'the possibility

of a magnetic loss in the problem, but as noted earlier, will not be of importance in this

work. Additionally, it can be shown that Maxwell's divergence equations do not need to

be parl of the FDTD formulations, but still serve as a test on the predicted field response

1421.

Yee used central-difference explessions for the space and tirne derivatives, which

are second-order accurate in the space and tirne increments. By doing so, a "leap-frog"

algorìÎhn was effectively introduced by intelleaving the E and 11 cornponents at the

effective intervals [43].

The field corrponents of the problem are calculated using scalar equations

derived fi'orr the differential form of Maxwell's equations. As an exarnple, the update

equations for the E, and 11, components are derived fi'orn the flollowing:

a! =-t 1v*el-Lnatpp

9=-zu* l1v,.r¡
ùt€

"õE, 
*oE =(an, -an'1ôt lry ôr)

ôH. (ae, ô¿'.1
'ù l.4, ôy)

(2.2e)

(2.30)

(2.31 - a)

(2.31 - b)

By applying a central difference approximation for the derivatives, the update equation

for (2.31 - a) can be stated as:
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(2.3 1 - c)

2,2 Background on GPR Principles

2.2.1 AntennaConfiguration

A GPR systern can be operated in different antenna configurations. A monostatic

system uses a single transrnit and receive antenna, whereas a bistatic system has separate

transmit and receive antennas. ln most GPR systenrs, a monostatic setup has the

advantage of reducing antenna size, but is unable to pelfonn in a closs-polarized

üÌanner, which can plovide valuable added information on the nature of the subsurface

1211.

There are many different modes of operation for a GPR systern, the rnost

coÍìlnon being a reflection mode survey whereby traces of returned waves are collected

continuously along a path [40]. This creates a time cross-section or a profile image of the

subsurface. Other modes, used by a bistatic setup, include common mid-point (CMP)

and wide-angle reflection-refraction (WARR) sounding and transillumination, which are

tirne intensive and rnore suited for specific sur'/eys, such as borehole investigations.

Investigatols have researched whether or not it is permissible in a GPR survey to

lift off the ground antennas that are designed for use dilectly on the ground. Lifting the



units offthe ground is advantageous because transporting the units in a vehicle can allow

a large area to be covered much more efficiently than towing the units. This approach,

for GPR investigations is useful in airbome helicopter suryeys, for example. However,

these operational benefits are offset by decreased antenna radiation efficiency, as more

energy will be transmitted into the air and less into the ground. Most GPR units produce

the best data when the antennas are closely coupled to the ground, due 10 antenna design

specifications tailored, typically, to match the low impedance of the ground [22].

All simulated and fìeld results presented in this research deal with the bistatic

case, operating in reflection rnode, towed on the snow / ice surface.

2,2,2 Timing, Bandrvidth, Resolution and Pulse Width

A GPR transmit antenna emits shorl, successive pulses of electromagnetic

energy. Some energy is read at the receive antenlta almost immediately due to a dilect

air wave, and a direct ground (coupled wave). The wave that tratels through the rnedium

below suffers energy losses and causes reflection events, while a receiver antenna

records the backscattered electromagnetic echoes. The properties of these echoes depend

on the medium's inherent e, p, and o.

A simplified sequence representing the above stages can be seen in the

illustration in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5; Seque¡rce of events depicting the operation of a GPR systenr, ìrheIe (1) is the time ât
ìrhich the transmitting antenna eDrits the râdiâted ryavelet, (2) is the tinle rvhen the air and ground
lYaves are sent to receive antenna, (3) is the point ât ìyhich the incident traye penetrates through the
substu face med¡unl, ând suffers energy losses as it pt'opagates, (4) is the time ât ryhich reflection and
tr'ânsnrission events occul at the boundal'y bettveen mediltn 1 ând 2, (5) is rvhen most of the
reflected rïâye travels back to the sut face and suffers ¡Dore energy Iosses, and fiDally (6) is the point
at rvhich the received voltage is recorded after â full ht'o-ryay travel t¡me

The fundar¡ental prìnciple in this method is the propagation delay between the

tirne that the source emits its signal and the time at which any echoes retum back to the

detecting hardware. The time delay is determined by the distance to and from the target

divided by the speed with which the waves propagate through the host material. This

time delay, or two-way travel time, can be expressed as [22]:

2xd
(2.32)

where the dislance d is the depth [m], v is the velocity [m/s], and the ¡ is travel time fsl.
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Assuming the field propagates through an electrically conductive rnedium, it will

lose energy before it reaches its designated target, and the reflected energy will be read

in by the receiving antenna. As a result, the signal is always plogressively weakened as it

moves through a lossy medium.

The received GPR response is normally displayed in a trace plot, which graphs

the signal amplitude of the reflected electric field intensity [V/m], or son.retimes simply

the received voltage þnV], as a function of time. The trace plot shows 3D spatial events

mapped onto a 1D time record of a single pulse.

Figure 2.6 displays a standard trace plot with the dilect-coupled radiated wavelet

at the air / ground interface, and a reflection event being detected at the reception of the

wave at around 22 ns.The location of the target can be known from this time plot.

For accurate depth calculations in a bistatic mode of operation, as noted

previously, an additional time rnust be added to the beginning of the reflection event

shown in Figure 2.6 to account for the actual translnitter and receiver separation, as they

are a finite distance fi'orn each other. A reference point in time is needed to distinguish

the sta¡1 of the pulse on the transrnitter antenna, and is known as time zero, or the

transmitter pnlse onset time. It is shown as the vertical dotted line in Figure 2.6. The zero

titne in Figure 2.6 is indicated by a vertical dashed line, and refers to the onset of the

direct air wave anival. A discussion on this adjustment is discussed further in Section

5.1.2.1.
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Figure 2,6: Example of a stândârd trace plot llith the direct arlival air rvave near tinle zero ând a
reflection eyent near a time of 22 ns

When running a GPR survey, there will ahvays be a direct air wave plesent. TIìis

is because the metal shielding sunounding the GPR antenna system cannot perfectly

reflect all energy below it, and will radiate some enelgy out in the lateral direction.

When the antenna is on the ground surface, there will also be the presence of a ground

wave. A resultant, cornbined response ofthese two waves can be seen at the start ofeach

trace and is shown in Figure 2.6 as the direct wave signal component.

The GPR unit's operating flequency is indicated by the centre flequency of its

operating band. Directly related to this is the bandwidth of the system, which is the

frequency range over which the radar has available power for use in probing the

subsurface. In practical GPR design, the pulse width ,t/ and frequency bandwidth .Bw,

are related to the antenna's centre frequency .f"by [22]:

403û-5
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ot:8,

(2.33)

The range (or vefical, or depth) resolution Ár indicates the minirnum distance

that two radar retum events must be separated by longitudinally to be distinguished in a

radar retum. It is defined as [44]:

Ãr= v

2Bw
(2.34)

When the GPR system is placed, for example, on the surface of bare thick sea ice, two

separate events appearing on a trace plot would be the direct wave transmission of the

pulse, and the reflection from the sea ice and sea water interface.

Another fonn of resolution in a GPR system is the lateral (or angular) resolution

/L. This is the n.rinimum separation that two targets must be apaft laterally to be

distinguishable, and is defined as:

(2.35')

Lateral resolution is not as significant in this work as range resolution. Generally,

when studying the response from a snow / sea ice / sea water systern, there will not be a

specific lateral reflection event as would be seen for example, in a profìle over a rebar

inclusion in concrete. A full delivation ofthese equations is given in Appendix A.

An illustration of resolution is seen in Figure 2.7, depicting a GPR system

operating above two sepalate targets. These resolution concepts are impofiant factors in

a GPR study. Typically, a GPR system with a higher frequency will have a shoter depth

of exploration, but will yield a finer resolution than a GPR system with a lower

frequency.
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of range atrd lâteral resolution, after 1221, ryith ñvo targets nr¡¡nbered I and 2

The choice of which GPR platfonn to use in a survey depends on the expected

end depth and desired resolution, as seen by the plevious equations. When probing

deeper in a hetelogeneous lossy dielechìc rnedium, the GPR system will experience

rnore enetgy loss, which is related to the path length, rneasured in wavelengths (1,). This

is the reason why higher frequencies will not penetrate as far as lower frequencies.

The lotal path loss for a given distance consists of five tenns: antenna losses;

transmission losses between the air and the gound; losses caused by the geometrical

spreading of the radar beam; attenuation within the ground as a function of the matedal

properties; and the losses due to scattering of the radar signal flom the target itself[45].

Scattering can be divided into volurne scatterìng and surface scattedng. When

dealing rvith sea ice, the role of volume scattering at lower frequencies is not a

significant factor as the spatial scales of inhomogeneity are much smaller than the flee-

space radiation wavelength, or rvavelength in ice. Additionally, volurne scattering from

+
Â¡

i
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dry snow cover, which is the approximation made of the sunounding snow cover in this

work, has a negligible effect [33]. Surface scattering is not a major concem because the

antennas are in constant contact with the sulface and there will not be a large reflected

wave at the air and ground interface.

A table of the wavelengths of a 250 MHz and 1 GHz antenna in free space (,tr),

and in sea ice ().sea tce) assuming t,= 3.7,is given in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Wavelength in free space and in ayerâge seâ ice permittivity

2.2.3 A-Scans and B-Scans

The trace retum can be converted into a range profile, refened to as an A-scan, if

the velocity of wave propagation in the rnediurn is known. This converts the plot into a

scale with a spatial axis rather tharì a temporal one. If there is a discrepancy in this

calculation, the distance to a possible target will be off by a factor of that en'or. The

'r,elocity can be detennined by:

(2.36)

where e,. is the rnagnitude of the complex pennittivity. A typical A-scan would appear

identical to Figule 2.6, but the time axis would be replaced by the appropriate range axis

in melres.

An ensemble of A-scans form a B-scan, which displays the cross-range, or

distance the antenna has moved duling a survey. Applying a colour-mapping of 28

31

Antenna Cenh'e Freouencv 2,r (rn) keq ¡ce (m)
250 MHz 1.2 0.624

I GHz 0.3 0.1 56



grayscale values to the data yields an irnage similar to Figure 2.8. This is a reflection

survey over a cross range of 500 m, with a constant reflection plane at a separation

distance ofroughly 2.75 m frorn the GPR units. Additionally, emphasis can be placed on

later reflection arrivals, which consequently occur later in time, to accentuate the low

amplitude a wave may suffer fi'om due to the energy loss noted above. This is known as

gain control, or range gaining [32], which is discussed in Section 2.2.4.

-9.37

0.00

18.75

2Ê.12

37.50

46.87

Figure 2.8: B-scan example of a reflection sulvey over a closs range of 500 nr, rvith a constânt
reflection plane at a separâtion distance of roughly 2.75 m aìvây fì'om the GPR ùnits

The large change in arnplitude of a reflection event translates to wavelets being

represented by black-white-black and white-black-white bands in B-scans. The

background gray represents zero, oÍ near'-zero signal level [22].

Anothel'comlnon display method aligns a B-scan irnage with an A-scan image.

The A-scan plot is usually taken at a point of major interest in the cross-range, as seen in
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Figure 2.9, which illustrates the typical hyperbolic shape observed in a transect survey

over a circular conductor in the subsurface.
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Figure 2.9: B-scan display rrith replesentative A-scan fi'orn m¡ddle position of 0 m, frorn 1391, rvith
permission

A major drawback in visualizing a trace plot with the use of a B-scan is that only

one velocity is applied to the complete cross-section of an image. Therefore, if the

velocity varies with depth, the depth scale will not be accurate throughout the profile.

Therefore, with a trace plot spanning multiple stratified layers, a separate image should

be made for each velocity needed.
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2.2.4 Basic Data Processing

There are numerous data processing techniques that can be applied to collected

GPR data. The most basic processing step involves applying a de-wow filter [22]. The

de-wow fìlter is designed to remove unwanted low lrequency components fiom the data

by running an average filter on each h'ace. A DC shift is sornetimes applied in addition

to, or instead of, a de-wow filter. This filter is used to remove a DC level from all traces

in an input data set.

The next basic step in data plocessing is the application of a time gain. Since

radar signals rapidly attenuate as they propagate into the ground, gains can be applied to

reveal certain featules in collected data whose amplitudes are very srnall. Applying this

tirne dependant gain function cornpensates for the lapid fall off in radar signals from

deeper depths [22]. Among the sirnplest fonn of tirne gain is the constant gain, which

will multiply all data points by the same factor. Other gains include AGC (Autornatic

Gain Control) and SEC (Spreading and Exponential Cor.npensation).

2.3 Background on Medium Properties and Geophysics of Snow and
Sea Ice

2.3.1 MediumProperties

Materials of interest in remote sensing can be classified into different groups.

Snow and sea ice belong to the heterogeneous mixtures group due to their basic

constituents [46]. Details on the fonnation ofsea ice and the different physical varieties

to be seen in this ¡esearch are addressed in Section 2.3.3.
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The dielectric properties of snow are generally categorized by dry snow, which

contains no free liquid water, and wet snow, which does. Furthennore, both snorv types

are a mixtule ofice crystals and air voids [44]. The physical presence ofsnow on sea ice

gleatly affects the surface albedo a¡d dictates the effects ofthe seasonal evolution olsea

ice 1471. Albedo is defined as the latio of energy reflected from a surface by enelgy

incident upon the surface [48].

The albedo of snow is usually on the order of 90% 149). Therefore, snow is an

important component in lhe clirnate system because of its potential to amplify small

changes through a variety of feedback mechanisrns [50]. It is worlh noting that snow on

sea ice is different than ten'estrial land snorv due to salinity and oceanic heating

conducted upward within the ice, and thus, investigating snow cover, like sea ice,

requires h avel to remote destinations.

Sea ice is a cornplex medium, as it is a mixture of liquid brine inclusions, air

pockets, and sometimes solid salts interspersed within the ice backglound. In general,

the complex dielectric constanl ofsea ice is a function ofthe complex dielectric constant

of pure ice, the complex dielectric constant of the brìne pockets or inclusions, the

fi'action of brine by volume, and the shape and olientation of the bdne pockets or

inclusions relative to the direction of the electric field of the wave propagating into the

ice medium. lt is also a function of the ice ternperature 7 and ice salinity ,!¡. The

dielectric properlies of brine ale a function of fi'equency and temperatule [51].

Generally, the solid salts are not considered since they do not represent a Iarge porlion of

the inclusions, and they have a shucture sirnilar to the ice itself. A schelnatic showing

the structural components ofsnow and sea ice together can be seen in Figule 2.10.
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Figure 2,10: The rough snoìv, sea ice, and sea lvater boundât'ies lyith ¡nterspersed localized
heterogeneities, after 152ì

2.3.2 Effective Medium Theory

In GPR modelling work, effective medium theory can be used to obtain material

properties when the scatterers in a mediurn are too small to cause a clear, individual

contribution to the overall reflection. This approach uses rnixing laws to calculate the

effective mediurn properties in tenns of its constituents [53], and is based on the

generally accepted assurnption that scattering frorn air bubbles is lelatively important

only at flequencies above 2 - 3 GHz, and above 20 - 30 GHz for brine pockets [54]. This

work is concemed only with flequencies well below these values.

Dry snow can be treated as a two-cornponent mixture consisting of ice parlicles

immersed in an air background [55]. The value for the real cornponent of the dielectlic

ofsnow can be found using the following equations [44]:

e¿, =1.0+1.9p" , p,30.5g.ctn3

= 0.51 + 2.88p, p, > 0.5g .cni3

(2.37 - a)

(2.31 -b)
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where p, is the snow density, measured in [g/cm3], and its relationship to the inclusion

volurne fi'action v, (which is also defined as the volume fraction ofice) is defined as:

y = p,10.9t6 (2.3 8)

and 0.916 is the density of pure ice. Snow density is the only variable present in the

above equation, as volume fraction is frequency and temperature independent. As noted

in [56], the real paft of the pennittivity of ice is roughly constant at 3.17 (though rnost

literature references state it at 3.15 144]) at fi'equencies between l0 MHz and 1000 GHz

and, additionally, is nearly independent of temperature. Thus, the dielectric constant of

dry snow is only a function of density. The range for the average pennittivity of dry

snow is I .4 < s,. < I .8 [44].

Several mixing fonnulas are available to compute the inaginary pall of the

dielectric constant of chy snow, all based on the assumption that the ice parlicles in the

snow are spherical in shape. This thesis uses the Polder-Van Santen formula as rnodified

by de Loor (PVD), and is defined as (with ar, = e'¿, - jt),,and t,=e',- je, ):

(2.3e)

To solve this expression, the value of a, is assumed to be 3.15, s^ and v, can be

found frorn the above fonnulas, and the value of e,' can be estimated based on values in

the literature. The loss factor of pure ice can be estimated fiom [44], and its lange is

typically 5 x l0-a < e'.' < 10-2. As noted, though, published data associated with fìnding

t;'displays a fair amount of variability, due to its srnall magnitude. An approximate

value of 1xl0-3 is sufficient for the frequencies of interest in this study. A value of

8x 10-a was used in [57], but these expedments were conducted with an expected in silu
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core temperature of -20 oC, which is below the temperatures that are expected in this

research. ln [55] a value of 2x 10-3 is taken, at a temperature of -10 "C, which is much

more reasonable to colnpare to measurements taken in silrr. A graph showing the curve

of e'),/c',' as a function of snow density from different literature equations is shown in

Figure 2.1l, and can be used to finde* quickly and accurately,.
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Figure 2.11: Plot of the ratio of the imaginary component of dr)' snolv to the imâginâry component
ofpure ice, as a function ofsnory density, from [44], rvith pernrission

The PVD approach of using a two-phase mixture (brine inclusion in a pure ice

host) for spherical brine inclusions was used to calculate the complex dielechjc constant

of sea ice. Other fomulations can account for prolate and oblate spheroids. The brine

volume fractíon needed for this calculation was computed via the Fl'ankenstein and

Measured Dala trom Cummìn9l)952)
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Gamer empirical expressions [58] (which were extended in [5a]). Following this, the

dielechic constant of the brine inclusions is computed using [51]. These results can then

be applied in the PVD model. The rationale behind using a two-phase model is that brine

volume fraction has been found to dominate the loss mechanism for first-year sea ice

t151.

The Frankenstein and Garner equations calculate the brine volurne fraction

making use of the temperature and salinity of a sea ice cole. The brine volume fraction,

v6 is found by:

,u=tl. s,(-s2:6-2.2sì, -0.s'c> r>-2.06"c (2.40-a)[r)
,', = to-'s,l- asJll*6.e36',¡ ,' 2.06"c>r>-8.2"c (2.40-b)"'\r)
,u=to's,(-ß'l^gs-1.1891, -8.2'c>r>-22.s'c (2.40 c)"'\.r)'

The equations used to solve for the brine volume fraction will nonnally give

values ranging from 0.01 < v¡ < 0.05.

The dielechic constant of the brine is found using Stogryn's formulation, making

use of the temperature and frequency used in the lneasurement. The dielectl'ic constant rù

of the brine in sea ice is expressed as (using the Debye fonnula stated in [59]):

a -t. o.
€r, = th +t h= t-+_-+ i ----l- j2nlr - 2zeol

(2.41)

where e, and e* and are the lirniting static and high fi'equency values of the leal part of

sò, z is the relaxation tirne,./is frequency, o¡ is the ionic conductivity ofdissolved salts,

and e¿ andj are as defined previously. Ionic conductivity is assumed to be independent

of fiequency, making the microwave dielectric constant of brine in equilibriun with sea
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ice determined by the four real parameters e,.

lemperature only. Stogryn found that these values

these equations [51 ]:

e-, r, and a, all being a function of

can be fìtted by (parameterizations of)

kz.ts * s.ßr'\
(r s.oa + r' )

(2.46)

Usually the substance with the highest volume fraction is regarded as the host rnaterial,

thus e¡, is the dielectric of the pure ice host, and a¡ is the dielectric of the inclusion, which

in this case is brine. The equation can be written in the quadratic form:

ae ,,,2 + bt,,, + c -- 0

? _ (0.10990 + 0.13603 x 10' 7 + 0.20894 x l0i r'? + 0.28167 ,. l0j zr )
2tr

o = _Tel0.ste3+o0szssr), if T ì _22.g "C

(2.42)

(2.43)

(2.44)

(2.4s)

Different calculations of the dielectric constant of brine at lower frequencies can

be found in the literature [60], but the work of Stogryn is most comrnonly used at

rnicrowave frequencies. Moleover, Stogryn's fonnulation has been used commonly to

compute the dielectric constant of brine in the UHF frequency band (300 MHz 3 GHz)

[61], and at L band (1.25 GHz) [ó2], both of which are close to the fi'equencies of

interest in this work.

Finally, the results from the brine volurne fraction and dielectric constant ofbrine

are applied to a fol'rnulation to realize e,,,, the mixture dielectric [44]:
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Solving the quadratic equation, and using the positive term of the discriminant to

depict the solution in the case of a brine inclusion, the final value of sea ice dielectric

can be found [63].

2,3.3 Geophysics of Snow and Sea Ice

The typical snowpack found on first-year ice can be stratified into different

layers. The bottommost layer is refered to as the hoar depth, or basal layer, and is the

interface between the snow and sea ice. It is a brine-saturated layer, due to flooding or

wicking from the sea ice [46]. The middle layer is a dense refrozen layer ofsnow grains.

Finally, the top layer varies as a function of snowfall, or new fresh snow.

The formation of sea ice occurs as a graduaÌ process in several sepalate phases.

New ice formation begins in the shape of small platelets and needles, termed frazil ice,

in the fall during freeze-up, when sea water tempet'atures dip below around -1.8 oC. As

frazil crystals continue to form, a transition occuls where the mixture becomes grease

ice, and later tums in to a more consolidated form ofslushy nilas ice, or circular masses

temed pancake ice. The slush continues to form into a solid field of pancake ice and

sheet ice. Once this continuous ice surface is produced, direct freezing of water on the

underside of the ice skirn leads to continued ice growth. The total thickness of this ice is

5 - l0 crn, and is terr¡ed transition ice. Below this layer, congelation, or colurnnar ice is

found. This region is formed by direct fÍeezing, and will reach a maximum average

thickness of 2 m 1641. Due to these continuous major changes in shape and fonn, the

salinity, and hence the dielectric profile, of sea ice markedly changes over the coulse of

the season. As well, there also exists the distinctive occurence of phase equilibriurn,

which dictates the amount of liquid bline in sea ice after initial entrapment. Phase
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equilibrium operates in such a manner that as temperature changes occur in the ice, there

are accompanying changes in the size of brine pockets, constantly maintaining brine

salinity at specific temperatures [2].

Sea ice layers can be approximated in final form as having three layers. The top

layer is a transitional section ofsaline granular ice. The large middle layer is a columnar

ice segment of lower salinity. The rationale for this area being defined so large is that the

distributions of temperature and salinity effectuate an approximately uniform

distribution ofbrine in the ìce layer [62]. Lastly, the sea ice is apploxirnated as having a

bottom mixed ice layer which is quite saline, as it is in contact with the sea water below

it [47]. This lower boundary of the sea ice is also refemed to as the skeletal layer and is

roughly I -3 crn thick, It is cornposed of pure ice plates and entrapped brine, as seen in

Figure 2.12. The brine inclusions are located in the grooves between the pure ice plates.

Sea ice lias a crystalline sh'ucture that resembles a hexagonal prism. The direction of the

longer dirnension ofthe prism is often referred to as the c-axis. Ifa cutrent exists under

the ice (a process associated with watel rrovement), the c-axis of the ice crystal platelet

aligns with the direction of the current, and a prefened (horizontal) orientation of the ice

crystals is found [9]. This leads to sea ice exhibiting anisotropy due to the preferred

direction of connectivity for the entrapped brine [22]. It can therefore be stated that the

brines create a unique array oflossy, parallel plate waveguides at the ice bottom [15].
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ice gro*th

Figure 2,12: Geonìetry of plate and groove structure of columnâr ice crystals on ice bottom, âftet' I2l

The anisotropic behaviour ofsea ice can greatly affect a GPR measure¡nent. This

process is characterized by a distinct change in amplitude of the veltically propagating

signal reflected from the interface between the sea ice and the sea water as the linearly

polarized antenna is rotated in the horizontal (azimuthal) plane on the ice surface. It has

been observed, in the most dlastic case, that when a GPR antenna is oriented parallel

with the c-axis of crystal platelets, a strong reflection of the signal fi'om the botton.r of

the ice is detected. When the antenna is oriented perpendicular to the c-axis, no bottom

reflection is observed [65]. This polarization aspect of sea ice fonnation means that the

interface between sea ice and sea water may be completely extinguished, or may fade in

and out, over the course of a GPR profile depending on the electromagnetic energy

transmission.
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A typical B-scan over a section of first-year ice exhibiting anisotropy behaviour

can be seen in Figure 2.13. There is a clear discontinuity ofreflection between the cross-

range distances of 2500 n lo 2750 m. The associated trace plots with the bottom

reflection and lack of bottorn reflection are displayed in Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.15.
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Figure 2.13: B-scan of â ¡'eflection sun'ey over sea ice exhibiting anisotropy (in house dâta proyided
by Sensors & Softrvale, Inc,)
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An illustration of the stratifìcation of a slab of snow covered first-year sea ice,

with average values for the different layer thicknesses in a modelling approach, is shown

in Figure 2.l6.The geophysical reckoning for the layerìng ofsnow covered first-year sea

ice in this rnanner corìes from typical segnentations seen in the literatule. A detailed

description of the growth and decay ofsea ice can be found in [a7], [13], [ó6].

5cm

25 cm

5cm

5 cln

3cm

Figure 2,16: Stratification of a snorv coYered first-year sea ice slab over sea rvater, ìvith âverage
thickness Yahres (all layers assumed to be perfectl!' plânar for modelling purposes, rvith dimensions
not to scale)

granular rnixecl sea ice layer

bottonr nlixed (skeletal) sea ice layer
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While the above discussion applies to the formation of a section of firsÎ-year ice,

multiyear ice floes form as first-year ice, but undergo various plocesses in their lifetime

resulting in a different microshuctural composition. ln this work, these large, floating

chunks ofsea ice are defined as having sulived at least one summer's melt season [54].

In contrast, the'World Meteorological Organization (WMO) assigns a designation of

second-year ice to an ice floe which has suryived one melt season, and multiyeal ice for

ice which has survived two or mole rnelt seasons, both being encompassed as old ice.

A typical multiyear floe has undergone an extensive process of recrystallization

during the sumÍìer melt cycle, and consists of refrozen meltponds and hummocks [60].

Various processes act to desalinate the ice, primarily in response to tetnperature changes

wilhin the ice [2]. Multiyear floes can collide with other floes and compress together into

an amalganation of the two, creating what ale knorvn as conglomerate floes. This makes

fonnations of this nature difficult to model due to their cornpletely landom composition.

Anisotlopy exists in both sea ice types, though it is not as pronounced and constant for

gteat distances in multiyear ice due to the yearly melt and refreezing, and unsystematic

forrnations that make up this ice type into its final form [67]. These fonnations ale of

particular interest to researchers as theil reduction in the alctic can be dilectly related to

understanding clinrate changes.

2.4 Conclusion

This chapter provided the fundarnental background needed fol studying GPR.

The applopriate electromagnetic theory and governing equations were given, as well as a

brief discussion on antenna directivity and electromagnetic rnodelling. Next, application-

specific basics on GPR operation were discussed, including antenna confìguration,
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equipment settings, and the results ofa survey which come in the form ofthe A-scan and

B-scan. An inlrocluction to the medium properties and geophysics of snow and sea ice

were then given, including equations needed for cornputing the effective dìelectrics of

dry snow and sea ice. The stratifìcation ofsnow and sea ice layers rvas shorvn, as well as

the expected response from a GPR systenl obsewing anisotropic sea ice.
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Chapter 3 Field Work Methods and Techniques

3.1 General System Description

The 250 MHz and I GHz bistatic GPR systerns operate on a portable 12 V DC

battery source. They are connected via 3 metre cables on a l5-pin interface to the digital

video logger (DVL). The DVL is the central cornponent in the data collection process. ìt

signals the "transrnit" antenna when the pulse is to be ernitted, and records the l'eceived

pulse at the "receive" antenna. A streaming B-scan of the subsurface is viewable in real-

time on the DVL screen.

The radiating elernent in the GPR transmit and receive units is a dipole antenna.

The dipoles are identical, half wave, resistively loaded, and have a centre feed. The

length of the dipole does not conespond to its free space wavelength, but rather to its

wavelength based on an anticipated, or typical, rnedium velocity. As the lnanufactulel of

these units chose e,.: 4 (most likely because most surveys such as those done over soil

and ice, have a pennittivity of roughly this value), the 250 MHz antenna has a 30 crn

length, and the I GHz antenna has a 7 .5 ctn length. For convenience, since most antenna

tesearch computes fi'ee space rvavelengths, this is analogous to having a dipole length

that is equal to a free space length of2l4.

The antenna is sunounded by a rnetal shielding which is housed in a high density

polyethylene enclosule to plotect it fi'om darnage and for transport, with the enclosure

having e,. = 1. The purpose of the shielding is to improve the antenna's perfonnance by

increasing directivity and rnaximizing antenna energy into the ground. Design

specifications note the GPR radiating element is located as close as possible to the

bottorn of the case housing, which in these GPR units is roughly 2.5 mrn. An image of
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the 250 MHz antenna units in the field with data cables attached, and DVL in the cenh'e,

is shown in Figure 3.1 .

Figure 3.1: Digital video logger, and 250 MHz GPR antennâ s)'steÌr

The GPR tl'ansmitter and receiver units are not sirnply shielded antennas. They

contain considerable electronic circuitly - a prearrplifier, A/D converters, and

microprocessors that convelts the antenna input into a 16-bit digital data stream. Tirne

domain data fi'om the reflection surveys are stored on a removable flash memory card

located in the DVL. The data from a survey line consists of two frles: an ASCII header

file (.hd) and a binary data file (.dtl). These two files are read into the supplied EKKO

View software for post-processing. GIobal positioning system (GPS) infonnation can be

recorded during a suryey attached to the data set, as well.

The reflection suruey data can be converted further into a separate table-

fon¡atted ASCII (.as2) file ofthe raw data. This new file contains point arnplitudes from
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individual traces, which are found in separate colunrns, and the position of that trace at

the top of the column. The measured data in this file are the electlic field values

measured by the antenna. The dipole responds principally to the electric field aligned

along the direction that it is positioned. In this confìguration it is the ð, cornponent ofthe

total field, though the other components, -Eu and -8, are used in calculations of the total

field values. The amplitudes cover the l6-bit digital range: -327 68 to +327 68. The tirne

values of each trace are located ìn the first position of the row. An example table can be

seen in Appendix B. Matlab@ was used for most post processing in this thesis.

3.2 Hardware Câlibration Experiment

3,2,1 Radiated Electric Field \ avelet

The observed elechìc field radiated wavelet fi'om GPR systerns corrre in different

forms, typically as a Gaussian pulse, the first derivative of the Gaussian pulse (called a

Rickel pulse), or a single cycle of the sine wavefon¡. The Rickel pulse is most often

used as it is a rough approxin.ration of a pulse radiated by typical commercial GPR

antennas [68]. The rationale for having a wavefonn of that nature is that GPR antennas

radiate in the MHz and GHz fi'equency range; feeding antennas with DC and other

fiequencies outside the bandwidth of the antennas introduces unnecessal'y system noise

produced by intemal reflections. This noise results from impedance contlasts within the

radar electronics.

Explicitly defining the shape and duration characteristics of the emitted wavelet

is very imporlant when exarnining GPR data. The reflected pulse shape lecolded at the

GPR receiver depends primarily on the reflection coefficient at the interface between
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two media. Knowing the relative polarity of the reflected wave with respect to the direct

transmitted wave is crucial, as this information will dictate the sign of the reflection

coefficient.

The radiated wavelet is a complicated function of the antenna construction and

the electlonic drive circuitry. For irnpulse style ultra wide band systems, and particularly

the GPR system used in this research, a rudimentary l¡athelnatical model can be used

instead of the previously mentioned signals for use ín numerical simulation. The fonn of

the signal is:

s(t,q,r) = v(t) - (2 - q)v(, - 1ì - (1 - q)v(t - r)\ ¿)

whele 4 is the darnping factor, valid in the range: 0 < 4 < l, and

,=fo**(r-ø)) r

\ ls )f.
where.f, is the centre frequency of the antenna, and

(r\
,l i-- I

',(')=;l t+coszr-f | 0.,. r
l. ¡l

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

=0 , otherwise

The damping factol is dependent on the system design. Based on manufacturer's

recommendations, a value of 0.2 approximates the 250 MHz system well, and 0.05 for

the I GHz system. This will yield a wavelet appearing as three half cycles. A figure of

the tirne domain of the pulse emitted for the 250 MHz system is shown in Figure 3.2,

and the magnitude of the fi'equency domain in Figure 3.3. Similar schernatic

representations can be dedved for the I GHz system from the above equations.
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The most commonly accepted convention for pulse polarity takes the value that

is found for the middle half-cycle ofFigure 3.2. In this case it would be negative. If the

reflected event has the same polarity as the direct wave, then the reflection coefficient is

positive. A more practical waveform exists though, and an expression for it has been

developed for use in an FDTD scheme [69]. The detailed wavefonn is given by:

(3.4)

Where ¡: -T to T seconds, E, is the axial electric field vector at the source cell, À; is

the cell dirnension in the axial direction, Vp** is the maxirnum source voltage, and øo is

the angular frequency given by ao =2d0, where .f is the frequency chosen to give the

same spectral peak as the observed data.

An experiment to examine the air wave ernitted fi'orn the GPR "transmit" antenna

rvas perfonned tÕ compare the accuracy of this recorded wavelet to the analytical

function of equation 3.4, as this assessment is commonly done in the calibration of GPR

systems. The test was perfonned as in [69], with the 250 ll4Hz antennas outside in an

open air envirorunent (free of major leflection sources), with the GPR transrnit and

receive units mounted face to face at a separation distance of 2 rn, and 2 m above the

ground surface. The time-dornain result of this test aligned quite closely with the wavelet

ìn equation 3.4, anó is shown in Figule 3.5, with the peak negative voltage set as the

normalizing factor. The behaviour of the observed wavelet after roughly 9 ns can be

excluded from the comparison as being a reflection from the ground of the testing area.

A wavelet comparison free of any such reflection can only be done if the units are

suspended high enough off the ground.

r" (,) = 
[(- 

t. 
T 

ø ot2 -? as 
o2 

to . i^,',")u'rfþ]
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3,2,2 Metal Object at a Distance

A sirnple experiment to exanine the ability of the GPR unit to respond to a major

¡eflector and accurately deten¡ine the separation distance in free space was performed

rvith the 250 MHz system. A 1.63 m x 1.63 m square aluminum metal sheet

approximating a perfect electric conductor (PEC) was suspended in an open-air

environment, facing the GPR at a separation distance of 2.45 m (more than two

dominant wavelengths).

An average conesponding single air wave trace and computed B-scan irnage

(with a constant time gain of 3 applied) are seen in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8

respectively. These figures clearly show the reflection at roughly the designated distance

in flee space, as the reception of the wave is realized at approxirnately 16 ns. The

Alurninurn 6061-T6 metal sheet has a very high conductivily (= 2.32x 107 S/m), thus

giving rise to a negative reflection coefficient. Assuming a radar velocity in free space of

0.3 rn/ns, the time delay fonnula yields a distance of 2.4 m, which is reasonably

accurate. The small amplitude of the target is due to the small cross sectional area of the

plate.

GPR system Alu¡ninum Metal Sheet

2.45 n

Figure 3,6: Geometry for metal object at a distance expeÌiment
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3.3 Location of Field Work

Field rvork campaigns conducted by CEOS researchets on sea ice have varied

substantially in location, covering a large porlion of the Canadian Arctic and Sub-Arctic.

Historically, field work has been conducted in close proximity to the town of Churchill,

Manitoba, which provides logistical advantages in shipping and setup.

The urgency of stuclying the irrpacts of clirnate change in the coastal Canadian

Alctic led a network of scientists and managers in the natural, human health, and social

sciences areas to create ArcticNet, of which CEOS is a member. With the acquisition of

the Canadian Coast Guard Ship (CCGS) Anutdsen in 2003 by ArcticNet, investigators

have had an inclispensable platfonn available to opelate expedments in their respective

fields, To the CEOS rernote sensing group, this plesents an opportunity to study a

variety of sea ice fon¡ations. Major progr ams conducted from the Annmdser include the

aheady cornpleted Canadian Arctic Shelf Exchange Study (CASES), and the recently

initiated Circurnpolar Flaw Lead Systern Study (CFL) [70], as rvell as various ArcticNet

projects that did not involve ovelwintedng of the ship.

Research detailed in this work was collected from both the Churchill area and

aboard the Amundsen.

3.3.1 ChurchillGeography

Fírst-year snow covered sea ice data was collected in situ on the Chulchill River

estuary during March, 2006. A rnap of the study area is seen in Figure 3.9, and an image

with GPS coordinates of the different transects in Figure 3.10 (area fi'om boxed in

location in Figure 3.9). The estuary forms the ann of Hudson Bay that extends inland to
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meet the lnouth of the Churchill River. In addition to low telnperatures, the sea ice has

been protected fol most of the winter by the snowpack's albedo, and thus is still in its

seasonally ligid state, and can be considered late winter ice. An examination of the

average ternperature recol'ded at the Churchill aitport confinns this assumption. The

average tempelature was -18 'C in the week leading up to this lesearch.

First-year ice was examined in this area because it can show how snow and sea

ice fabrìc and thickness change as a function of time over the freeze up and melt seasons

ancl can be collected for use in an interannual varìability study. As rnentioned earlier,

with a large enough snow cover the ice is protected by the snow's high albedo.

Therefole, the insulating plopelties ofsnow as a function oflocation and depth over tirne

can also be exarnined. In the social sciences arena, a GPR system can provide valuable

safety infonnation for the inhabitants of the norlhern regions, and assist these peoples in

their day-to-day lives. One such application is its use by the local hunters and trappers,

who can use it to display under-snow sea ice flooding which is, for the most part, not

readily observable by the naked eye in the Churchill River estuary in early spring.

The first-year ice in the Churchill River is not the same as a typical first-year ice

area that might be found for exarnple, sorne distance well into open Hudson Bay waters.

It is an estuary where sea ice forms off the land, and this landfast ice extends out to

where a lead occurs. This ice then collides up against the existing ice, giving rise to an

interesting geophysical observation area.

The plesence of anisotropy is directly due to the crystal orientation at the bottom

of the ice where the crystals are all in the same direction. However, the formation

mechanism of sea ice in Hudson's Bay yields only very thin layers of such palallelly
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oriented ice cr ystals, as it forms together as accumulating pack ice. Nonetheless, its

presence will still be apparent, albeit for very shoÍ tlansect segments.

Figure 3.9: Location of GPR study near the toìv¡r of Churchill

Figure 3.10: Inrage of GPR study in the Churchill Riyer estuâry, ìyith GPS coordinates

Static spot nleasurelnents, together with transect surveys of the area, were canied

out with the GPR units. The spot lneasurements are good benchmarks in a study for not



only imaging one specifìc portion of the subsurface, but seeing how the air wave

changes, during a scan, if at all, to show equipment sensilivity. Surueys were done with

the GPR units towed in tandem behind a Bombardier@ ski-doo. Operating both units

together in an in-line mode of multi-channel data collection not only sped up the GPR

surwey, it allowed both units to be recold the sarne location for comparison. The sefup

for these surveys can be seen in Figure 3.1I and Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.I1: Static spot measurenlent with 250 MHz antennas on first-yeât'sea ice

Figure 3,12: Sefup of 250 MHz and I GHz antennas behind snoly mâchine on fir.st-yeår sea ice
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3.3,2 Northwest Passage Geography

The multiyear ice dataset was collected on an opportunistic basis over a number

of ice floes located thlough the Northwest Passage in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago

during September,2006. These remote locations were accessible only through use of an

air-ice boat after disembarking from lhe Annutdsen. Field data were collected by static

spot measurements or manual towing by hand, as the logistics of getting to a floe

prevented the use of a snow machine. A map of the area investigated, and the setup for

the fìeld work on these floes, can be seen in Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14.

Figure 3.13: Mâp of GPR study locations through the Northìrest Passâge, from I4ì, \yith pern ssion
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Figure 3,14: Static spot measurenrent ìyith GPR antennas on multiyeâr ice

3.4 Data Acquisition Methodology ând Parameters

The following data acquisition settings were aligned to the anticipated snorv and

sea ice conditions, and used specifically for'field wolk in Churchill. Sirnilar values were

used during the Northwest Passage field work, except where specified.

3.4.1 Selection of Time Zero

As mentioned in Chapter 2, time zero is defined as the temporal point at which

the GPR transmitter initiates signal emission via the GPR tlansmitting antenna. This is

of utrnost importance in a GPR suwey. Locating time ze¡o too early in time translates to

imporlant infonnation being iretrievably lost. If the location is chosen too late, or

fufiher in tirne than it should be, a reflection pulse may be lost off the bottorn of the

recording window, and an unnecessarily large volume of data is collected. These

enoneous setups are shown in Figure 3.15(a) and Figure 3.15(c), together with a proper

time zero positioning Figure 3.15(b).
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3.4.2 Time Windorv and Radar Velocity

Setting the time window for the GPR surwey gives the units a duration value of

how much time, and consequently how deep, to investigate the subsulface. The chosen

value needs to be forecasted propelly to in.rage the right depth. A quick estírnate of the

depth to a target in this setup can be found using the two-way travel time formulation of

Equalion 2.32.

Given that the expected first-yeal sea ice thickness is roughly 1.5 rn, and that the

radar velocity (-0.1 56 rn/ns) in the medium is based on the dielectric constant of sea ice

(-3.7), a time window of 25 ns would be adequate for these anticipated conditions.

However, to demonstrate the possible phenomenon of anisotropy in the region (a clear

discontinuity would be evident with a large time window), a larger value of 75 ns was

selected. For rnultiyear ice, and an unknown sea ice thickness, tlie tirne window was set

to 100 ns.

3.4.3 Temporal Sampling Interval

Specifoing the time interval between points on a recorded wavefonn must follow

shict criteria. According to Nyquist's Theorem, the sampling interval should be at most

one-halfthe period of the highest frequency signal in the record. hl this GPR system, the

bandwidth to centre frequency ratio is approxirnately unity, so the radiated pulse

contains energy from 0.5 - 1.5 tir¡es the centre frequency. Following manufacturer-

recommended values, sampling the data at twice this frequency and adding in a safety

margin of lwo yields a sampling rate of approxirnately six times the centre frequency

beins utilized 1221.
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Following this logic, a higher frequency antenna needs a finer time sampling

interval than a lower frequency antenna. Since the antennas were surveying snow and

sea ice together, a ternporal sampling interval of 0.1 ns, wliich was needed for the I GHz

system, was used. The number of points per trace is defined as the time window divided

by the sampling interval; thus,750 points were recorded per trace for the first-year ice

and 1 ,000 points for the multiyeal ice.

3.4.4 Antenna Separation, Step Size, Orientation and Transmitter Voltage

The GPR units were mounted in a skid plate with the 250 MHz antenna set in

front of the I GHz units. The units were set at a fìxed separation distance fiom each

other in the skid plate, which is typically made to be the size of the antenna. A separation

distance of 0.15 m was used for the I GHz units, and 0.38 m for the 250 ìllHz units, as

seen in Figure 3.12.

The antenna step size is defined as the distance that the antenna pair will be

rnoved each time a new data trace is to be collected. For first-yeal ice suweys, the step

size was set to 2 m to allow a large volume of data to be collected efficiently on the

snow machine; while on foot during rnultiyear surveys, varying step sizes were used. An

incorrect step size will not affect the raw data whatsoever, and can easily be adjusted in

post-processing via absolute GPS coordinates. It merely setves as an indicator of rough

distance travelled.

The o¡ientation of the units in this investigation was set to a perpendicular

bloadside. Broadside was chosen ovel' an endfìre all angement, as the former has a

broader footprint than the latter, and tends to give a radar section that is rnore

representative ofa 2D slice through the subsurface [22].
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The transmitter voltage is automatically set by the system to the highest voltage

available for that specific transmitter: for the 250 MHz system 165 V, and I 85 V for the

1 GHz system.

3,4.5 System Stacking

To improve the SNR, more than one trace can be collected at each survey

position and the average trace can be calculated [7]. The quality of the data irnproves

with this averaging technique because much of the noise present in the trace has a

random distribution and tends to decrease to zero when averaged, whereas the GPR

signal is constant. When increasing the stack size, the SNR goes up, but survey

production speed goes down, since the system needs rnore tirne to take an increased

number of measurements.

The number of stacks the system can handle ranges from 1 - 32767. Following

the manufacturer's recommendation, and as a verification check while conducting the

study, it was detennined that 4 stacks were suff,rcient for suitable data in tenns of

resolution and survey speed. It was apparent that increasing the stacks past 4 did not

noticeably affect data quality. The maximurn system performance of these units is listed

by rnanufacturer's specifications at 186 dB. This value will realistically only be achieved

when a large transmit pulse arnplitude is used in conjunction with very high stacking and

a near-total elimination of background noise levels. Obtaining this kind of performance

is difficult in field work.

A surnmary of the system and said parameters are listed in Table 3.1.
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Pararneter 250}lHz I GHz.
Tirne Window (ns) 75 / 100 75 / 100

Ternporal Samplins Interval (ns) 0.1 0.t
Antenna Separation (m) 0.15 0.38

Step Size (rn) -2 -2
Antenna Orientation PB PB

Systern Stackins 4 4
Antenna I vne linearlv polarized half waveleneth dipole

Table 3.1: Dâta collection parameters

3.4.6 Ground Truth Data Collection

Collecting physical ground truth data of an observation site is of paramount

irnportance when can'ying out a GPR suwey. Medium properlies of the snow and sea

ice, as well as the thicknesses of both, need to be measured in siÍu to correlate the radar

data.

To sample the physical properties of the snow, a snow pit was dug. This was

created by beginning the dig at the air / snow interface and continuing clown to the snow

/ ice interface, keeping a vertical face. The snow wall, which is the vertical slice down,

had a face oriented such that no solar radiation hit the vertical satrpling area. The

rneasured quantities were weight, density, temperature, capacilance, conductivity, and

total depth of the snow. Grain size can optionally be measured, but was not ofinterest in

this work because of the choice to model the region as an effective medium at the GPR

fi'equencies of interest. The ovelall snow thickness was then measured by hand with a

ruler.
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To sarnple the sea ice, ice cores were used for measurements. A Kovacs@ Mark

ll ice core banel (l m in length, 9 cm diameter) was used to extl'act a representative ice

core from the surrounding area. Since depths are usually more than I m, additional cores

were extracted by attachrnent flights to the core banel. The first core was used to

measure the lemperatul'e of the extracted section. Once removed from the subsurface, the

core was laid cloivn on its side, and using a hand-drill, holes were bored to the centre of

the core at l0 cm intelvals, and a temperature probe was then inserted. The second core

taken was for laboratory use. lt was cut into 10 cm cylinders and put into ice buckets.

Once indoors, they were allowed to melt, and a conductivity meter was placed in each

bucket to read the associated watel temperature, conductivity, and salinity values. The

conductivity was converted to salinity in practical salinity units (psu) using the

procedure described in [71]. An optional thi¡d core is routinely extracted for density

D.ìeasurements and nricroshucture, but was not done in this research since the laboratory

facilities were not available. An image of a standald ice core taken during this research

is seen in Figure 3.16.

The sea ice thickness measurement was a straight forward procedure. An auger

(with up to four I m flights) was hand dlilled at a perpendicular angle into the sea ice

until the final lower layers of the sea ice / sea wate¡ intet'face were penetrated. A tape

ûìeasure was lowered into the hole with a metal weight at the bottom. Once the weight

reached the sea water, the tape measure's value was ¡ead.
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Figure 3.16: Standard ice core extrâcted from the seâ ice

3.5 Conclusion

This chapter dealt with the field wotk methods and tecl.niques used in GPR data

acquisition. A general systern description was given describing the physical nature of the

GPR units. A hardware calibration experirnent was then discussed which showed what

type of wavefom can l¡e expected (in tenns of the radiated electric field wavelet). The

topography of the geogaphic locations used for GPR data collection was tlien given,

followed by the data acquisition rnethodology and pararneters. This included selection of

time zero, the time window, radar velocity, temporal sarnpling interval, antenna

separation, step size, antenna orientation, transmitter voltage, and the system stacking.

Specifics of the ground truth collection process were reviewed, as rvell.
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Chapter 4 Simulations

4.1 FDTD

.The 
purpose of the rnodelling section in this thesis is to provide the frarnework

for sirnulating GPR investigations over snow and sea ice, and to extend it to future

rnodelling endeavours. Compaling the results of the modelling to field work data will

dictate if the model parameters ale being represented accurately as the equiprnent is

already commercially available and failly well designed. This is important, as different

GPR antennas nray be used which are more appropriate for CEOS's future projects.

These units may have rnuch different system paralneters, such as fiequency, resistive

loading, and shielding. With the observed field testing done in this lesearch, a fairly high

degree of certainty that the rnodel works well for other configurations and projects can

be made.

Future rnodels can build on the medium composition by incorporating more

accurate replesentations of the brine and air bubble inclusions on a pure ice host

background, and simulating other features such as rough surfaces, cracks, flooding, and

the sea ice bottorl crystal structure in the problern.

In this thesis the GprMax3D@ solver [72], which operates on a standard second-

order schenre, was irnplemented as the rnodelling tool in an FDTD approach. This

pl'ogram has been used conrmonly in the literature (see [24], [73]) to model and to

process GPR responses. Recently, a comparison was made between GprMax3D and

XFDTD@ - an established FDTD electromagnetic simulation progratn - with the results

concluding that the two were near identical for specifìc GPR sirrulations over a half

space [74].
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The GPR transmit antenna can be rnodelled in GprMax3D as a Hertzian dipole

(infinilesirnal dipole), and the receiver as a simple output point. The simplified model,

rvhile approximating the tn:e physical structure, will significantly reduce the

cornputational demand of the prograrn in telms of memory resources and computation

time.

4.1.1 Disc¡'etization

The computation domain of an FDTD problem is quantized into individuaì grid

cells, narned Yee cells, as seen in Figure 4.1 . Each cell contains three orthogonal electric

field vectors (8,, 8,, E.) staggered in space with three orthogonal rnagnetic field vectors

(H,, Ht, H,).
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Figure 4,1: Yee cell geonretry

The domain of an FDTD problern must be defined by discretized spatial steps of

Ar, Ây, and Lz, and a temporal step of Â1. These discretization palameters play a

considerable role in formulating a problem in the FDTD rnethod. The inole detailed and

finely resolved a model is, the more accurate the solution will be. Essentially, one rnust
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make the cells in a model small enough to minirnize numerical dispersion at the highest

frequencies of intelest to obtain meaningful results.

The discretization values cannot be defìned independently as the FDTD scheme

is a conditionally stable numelical process [72] refened to as the CFL (Courant,

Freidrichs, and Lewry) conditíon. These values rnust satisfy the stability criterion such

that:

At< (4.1)
l1l

1a,.,y 
.1n¡ .1a,¡'

where c is the speed of lìght. This criterion ensures that numerical waves propagating in

a finite-difference grid do not glorv with time. ln all simulations, a unifonn discretization

was used with l'.x = Ly = fu = Á/, where A1 is an arbih'ary space inclement, yielding:

4,1,2 Modelling Notes

Absorbing Boundary Conditions

The outer boundaries of an FDTD rnesh

finite-difference approximations of absorbing

(4.2)

ale reflecting surfaces unless special

boundary conditions (ABCs) are

AIa/< _
c\l J

There is no precise guideline to follow fot the con'ect discretization in a specific

ploblern. Errors may arise with the discretization, related to numerically induced

dispersion. A common rule of tlrumb to keep these en'ors at a minimum is that the

allotted step (each side of the cell) should be on the order of ten times srnaller than the

srnallest wavelength of the plopagating field in the ploblern:

^t=L10
(4.3)



implemented to curb these artificial reflections [75]. The ABC serves as an absorber to

any waves irnpinging on it, sirnulating a theoretical infinite space. It wotks by creatìng

an artificial medium which is matched (in terrns of its irnpedance) to the media it

tenninates.

ln GprMax3D, the Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) can be used to truncate the

computational domain. The thicker the PML layer, the more chance there is to attenuate

the wave in a srnooth fashion, as the conductivity specific to the process increases as the

wave goes deeper into the layers. In this plog arn, the PML is actually paft of the

model's domain, so if (for exarnple) a PML is defined as being 10 cells thick, a model is

effectively smaller by 20 cells in each dilection. Thelefore, the location of a lalget of

interest (in this situation, the major interface between the sea ice and sea water) is kept at

least the size of the PML, plus a slnall margin, to be acculately represented.

Inclusion Modelling in 2D and 3D

A version of this proglarn also exists in 2D form: GprMax2D@. When modelling

within a 2D FDTD envilonment, there is a substantial reduction in grid size. To realize

this setup for sea ice, the cross-section of a bline inclusion could be approxirnated by a

cylinder, sphere, or ellipsoidal shape. Unfortunately, by creating a cylinder or like shape

in the model, a plofile is created which is treated as extending infinitely in the third axis.

For this reason, investigatols producing construction-r'elated rnodels can introduce a

cylinder in a 2D model and it will be the same as a rebar cylinder extending the full 3D

rnodel. If r¡odelling a cylinder in a 2D regime, however, where only the facade of the

object - pelhaps a millimetre in length, just as a brine inclusion would appear - is of

interest, the response would be much higher than in the physical world, making this
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apploach inaccurate. Another constraint of the 2D model is the mandatory use of a line

source as a transmitter excitation. This is a consequence of the invariance of the problern

in one direction. All of these factors cause 2D rnodelling to be a heavily leshictive

techniq ue.

It would be quite favourable in a 3D FDTD environment if a pure ice background

could be littered with brine and air bubble inclusions. However, once these objects

become quite small, (for example, on the order of bt'ine whose diameter can be

approximated as 0.25 mm [60]) this sirnulation tool cannot discretize individual brine

pocket structures, sìnce the run-time and rnemory needed would become intolerably

large. The enonnity of the problern can be appreciated by noting that a spatial

discretization (appropriate for modelling spherical brine inclusions) of

Ar = Â/ = Az = 0.25 mm over a realistic domain of 2m x 2tn x 2rn would lequire

over 500 billion cells.

Fol this reason, the aforementioned effective dielech'ic mixing fonnulas need to

be introduced. They will defìne an effective dielechic of a medium, with an associated

conduclivity, to account for the loss of the rnedium. Due to the size of a brine inclusion

relative to the wavelength of the probing antenna, blines will not produce a distinctive

reflection event but will serve to change the effective electrical propefiies of the sea ice

(which translates to, for example, increased attenuation fi'orn scatterìng).

Surface and Boundary Modelling

A major assumption made in the introductory modelling approach of this thesis is

that the sulface of the snow and sea ice is smooth, and thus defined as a planar object.

This is how newly fonned sea ice in the region will appear if glown under quiescent
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conditions, and how newly fallen snow layeÌs will appear. This is unlike very rough ice,

which fonns when the water surface is undergoing motion due to rvindy conditions [76]

and in rernote sensing modelling one must employ a random sul'face factor with

statistical certainty, and a correlation length and nns height. Technically, the surface

conelation length in this design approach is equal to infinity, as it will extend out and

never change.

Sea ice medium interfaces with snow and sea water are also approxirnated as

planar boundaries, though the snow drift and structure on the sea ice can in fact be quite

rough, forming rolling dunes, and the bottom of the sea ice is composed of a dendritic

plate / groove structure (as seen in Figtre 2.12) and is not exactly planar. The rnodelling

space in the simulations is defined by the stratification ofFigure 2.16. Additionally, field

data collected through stationary suwey reflections were done on a level planar snorv

cover and sea ice surface. In this case, the surface was rather planar and not rough, so the

assurnption that the antennas were resting on a flat surface isjustified.

4.2 AntennaSimulations

4,2.1 Physical Geometry

As mentioned, the most basic geometry used by GprMax3D to model the

transrnitting antenna is a Hefizian dipole. The basic dipole can be defìned by the

arnplitude and fiequency of the source's excitation waveform. A user-defined excitation

wavefonn can be specified, which would conespond to the arnplitude values of a

wavelet matching the shape of a desired function, such as that in Equation 3.4.
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The resolution of a model relates to the accuracy of the model. Modelling a real

antenna is not the same as modelling a theoretical Hertzian dipole. When the latter is

used, it has been shown that there is a boundary of four to six cells yielding inaccurate

responses [77]. This problem can be resolved by choosing smaller spatial steps, as it will

shrink this deficiency in ten¡s ofreal distance, which is expected because, the source is

in essence a singularity (its size approaches zero). By virtue of the modelling method,

the mo¡e detailed an antenna model is, the more accurate the results will be. Thus, a real

antenna model is studíed.

The construction of the real antenna model followed a rnulti-step process, with

each component adding a necessary addition to cuhninate in the final design. This

approach is taken to show the effect and importance ofeach addition.

Centre Fed Voltage Source and Dipole Arms

To create the cornplex antenna geometly needecl to accurately depict the GPR

transrnitting unit used in the field, the Hertzian dipole is replaced by a Gaussian driven

voltage source in the position of an electric field con.rponent as a hard source (i.e.

replacing the electric field component's value). The dipole affns are rnodelled as a thin

wire, considered to be a PEC, with a radius of I tnm. Additionally, the geornett'y is

identical for the receiving antenna. GprMax3D will round end-positíons of created

rnaterials up to the next biggest cell, so, for accuracy, the length of the dipole in

simulations is set to be an integer multiple of the defined spatial step. The excitation

mechanisms in GprMax3D wolk for a single cell gap, as is most common in the

literature for feeding antennas in FDTD [78]. In the actual GPR units, the antennas are

placed very close to the bottom of the case, which is on top ofa plastic skid plate below



them, so they are not dilectly in contact with the surface. In the 3D modelling, the

separation distance is 1 cell above the surface to replicate this physical placernent.

Loading

A well designed GPR antenna system can be characterized, among many other

important design factors, by high transmitter efficiency. This efficiency crilerion

translates to the antenna being minimally resistive. An undarnped antenna, however,

tends to radiate multiple reflections from the antenna ends and can interfere with prirnary

reflections in the shallow subsurface. To reduce these reflections, or the late time

ringing, the radiated wavelet from the dipole antenna must have some darnping, which is

typically in the fonn of a resistive loading. The suppression of late-time ringing also

ensules, by nature ofthe time-frequency dor¡ain relationship, that the antenna maintains

its broadband pulse chalacteristics [79].

Most designs incorporate an impedance loading approach based on the classic

paper by Wu and King [80]. The key to this optimized resistive loading study is to have

a conductivity profile that continuously decreases fl'om the feed point of the antenna out

towards the antenna arm, if dealing with a dipole antenna. Recently, the issue of

applying this method to a surface coupled GPR system was addressed [81].

ln this thesis the antenna rnodelling approach taken in [69] is utilized, based on

known resistive charactelistics of the Sensors and Software Inc. pulseEKKO@ antenna.

Ideally, the input energy will be dissipated along the length of the antenna, or at the

ends. To achieve this dissipation, it was found that 360 Q end resistors connected

between the end ofeach arm of the dipole antenna and the outer PEC shield, acceptably
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match the impedance characteristics of the antenna. These damping resistors span a few

cells, depending on the cell size chosen for the specified frequency.

In GprMax3D, a resistor must be modelled by introducing a medium with a

conductivity value proportional to the value of the resistance required. The conductance

G of a single ;r-directed edge, for example, is equal to:

(4.4)

and also, considering that the conductance G is the inverse of the resistance, the value rR

can be computed by:

o = o( ay'az\
\d, )

R=11 d" I
oldy.dz )

(4.s)

To make the antenna span more than one cell, it is simply a matter of creating

resistors one after another in a series fashion. Therefore, a dipole antenna being

terminated with a 360 C) end resistor, spanning five cells, with all discretization steps

being equal to 0.01, will have a single edge o : 0.2778. Since this value must define a

resistivity over five cells, the conductance values need to be multiplied by five, (thus

o: l 3888). Adjusting the pennittivity in a similar fashion, one can simulate a capacitor

ifneeded in a design.

Shielding

A dipole antenna operating in free space with nothing to direct its energy is a

rather inefficient approach ifone is interested in probing the subsurface. The purposes of

adding a shield are numerous: to maxir¡ize the energy path between subsurface target

and transmitter / receiver pair, to minimize the direct transmitter to receiver energy, to

minimize the energy which escapes the anten¡a into fì'ee space, and to minimize extemal
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electromagnetic noise [22]. For these reasons, shielding is placed above and around the

antenna to improve its performance.

The modelling approach taken again follows that seen in [69], which accurately

lnodelled a Sensors and Software Inc. antenna in an FDTD scheme, as seen in Figure 4.2

and Figure 4.3. The shield is placed above the antenna, with a rectangular shape

designed such that the dipole antenna is 85% the length of the long dirnension of the

shield (in this case, the -r-direction). The side plates that run palallel to the antenna axis

are approximately 60% of the depth of the enclosure walls, while the antenna wire sits at

the bottom of the enclosure. The rationale for the side panels not having the same z-

dimension as the front and back shields and thus making a flush enclosure with the

ground are most likely due to antenna pelfonnance design. The enhancement of the

fìelds around the antenna can change distinctly due to the diffi'action effect, and were

likely modelled by the rnanufacturer by changíng the height and observing the radiated

fìeld and maximizing this parameter. Antenna model values are listed in Table 4.1 .

Top Vierv Side View

(not to scale)

t aipot"
I arm
* l"nerh

dipole antenna

^I
¡ side

'| plate
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end plate
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\//
\ /feed /
\ 

cett 
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Figure 4.2: Final design for GPR antennâ ìvith shielding, resistive loading, and feed cell

Front View

end plate u'idth
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Table 4.1: Antennâ simulation physical model values

end plate rvidth

Parameter 250MHz I GHz
Dipole Arm Lensth (cm) t5 3.75

Side Plate Heieht (cm) 36 13.5
End Plate Width (crn) 3t 14.25
End Plate Heieht (cm) t5 8

Loadine Value lO) 360 360
Cell Size (cm) 0.7 5

^
l"¡a"

I 
o''"

1
end I

ptate 
I

rreietrt 
I

J

FiguIe 4.3; Final design for GPR antenna rrith shielding, resistive loading, and feed cell

The cell size, or spatial steps Àr, Ly, and Az, were arrived at by following the

guidelines of equations (4.2) and (4.3). For the 250 MHz antenna, a cell size of 0.1 cm

was chosen, which is quite accurate at that fi'equency range. The I GHz simulations

utilized a cell size of 0.75 cm. Although a smaller size would be more suitable for

dipole an4--* .,/
reslshve



extlacting information at the higher frequencies, this was not done for computational

efficiency reasons and inherent program memory restrictions.

4.3 Conclusion

In this chapter', the setup for electromagnetic simulations used in the GPR study

was discussed. The main palameters of the Finite-Difference Time-Domain technique

were given, as well as equations which govern discretization of any model using this

rnethod. Additionally, notes on absorbing boundary conditions, 2D and 3D inclusion

rlodelling, and surface and boundary rnodelling were given. Finally, the physical

geometry of the antenna needed for simulation was displayed, along with the different

pararnetel s for varying frequency.
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Chapter 5 Field Work and Simulation Results

5.1 Churchill Field Work

5,1.1 Snorv and Sea Ice Dielectrics

The recorded ground truth data from snorv pits and ice core sites r¡/as used to

compute the real and imaginary colnponents of the conrplex dielectric of snow and sea

ice. These values are compaled against those in the litelature to ensure they are

reasonable and representative of the area.

During this research, snow pits were dug to con'elate the medium properties of

the dry snow with the echoes on the GPR ttaces. The density ofdly snow vades between

100 kg/rn3 (nervly fallen snow) to 500 kglrn3 (refrozen snow) [46], and the distribution of

the values in these plots are in good agteement with those of average values of snow

cover on first-year sea ice [82, 83]. The snorv density and temperature distributions

through a l'epresentative snow pit dug as a function ofdepth are seen in Figure 5.1, with

the compuled dielectrics listed in Figure 5.2. The depth of the snow pit was 44 crn. All

raw data used 1o realize these plots can be found in Appendix C.

The results of the examined snow pits shorved an extremely small effect in terms

ofdielectric Ioss. The fact that data sarnpling occured late in the winter, after inevitable

erosion had occun'ed, is the most likely cause of this deficiency. Erosion, in this context,

equates to dry snow having blown away several times over the course of the season,

since the ice fonned and new snow repeatedly deposited on top of it. The sea ice might

have extruded a substantial ar¡ount of brine into that fìrst layer of snow earlier in the

winter-season, but was rnost likely canied off the surface by the time of this research.
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The thin snow cover that was exalnined with the GPR does not accurately

represent a "true" thin snow alea. Supposing that if there were no wind for a whole

winter, there would be lnuch more snow in a thin snorv area and much less snow in the

thick snow areas. The thin snow area under-represents the total precipitation and cannot

be used to generalize an area for too long a period.

When examining the properties of the sea ice below the snorv layer, a core is

extlacted as discussed in Section 3.4.6. The salinity and temperature distribution through

an ice core are taken as a function of clepth, and are shown in Figure 5.3 for a core taken

during this research. The depth is displayed as a negative number, with the value of0 cm

being located at the sulface. Therefore, the value - 100 cm lepresents the ice core section

located 100 cm below the sulface.
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Figure 5.3: Salinity ând teÌrperature of a sea ice core recorded on 2006i03/06, from the Churchill
River estrrary as a function of depth (listed in Appendix C)
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These plots are in agreement with previously published data on filst-year sea ice,

with the salinity plot displaying the expected C-shape distl'ibution fiom the ice surface to

the bottorn of the ice layer. The higher value of salinity near the surface in the core

distribution of Figure 5.3 can be attlibuted mainly to the upward brìne expulsion durìng

the formation ofthe sea ice. The reason for the high salinity near the bottom is due to the

highly saline interface between the sea ice and sea water [62]. As a lelative comparìson,

the salinity ofsea water is 34.5 psu [84]. The temperature plot increases until it nears the

freezing point of sea watel, The air temperature during this research was variable

(around -15 "C).

At the two flequencies of interest, the pennittivity and loss factor of the collected

core is given in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5.
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ât diffeì'ent GPR frequencies (listed in Appendix C, plot calculated ìyith equations 2.40 - 47)

The calculated values are sÌightly below expected values based on literature data

of fìrst-year ice [33], as typical values for the real part of the dielectric constant range

from 3.4 to 4.0 tluough most of the core. This can be accounted for since it is late in the

season, and most of the brine has aheady been displaced. Additionally, since it is

estuarine ice, brackish water may have been involved in the ice fonnation of this alea,

lowering the overall salinity value.

5.1.2 Recorded Traces

All B-scans displayed have a constant gaín of 3 applied unless otherwise noted;

also, the depth axis is adjusted to an avelage permittivity ofsea ice having e,. = 3.5 and

snow having e,. : 1.64.
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5,1,2.1 Bare Sea Ice Calibration

The first objective in the GPR field campaign was to operate the units at a spot

observation and conduct a calibration trace. This initial test served to assess how well

thickness is infened over bare ice, with no snow cover. This involved obserwing the

reflected wavelet fiorn the sea ice / sea vvater interface, and drilling an auger

measurement for sea ice thickness. The auger check dictated a thickness of 1.38 m. The

trace plot and conesponding B-scan images for both the 25O llHz and I GHz systems

are shown in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7. The distance axis seen in the B-scans is simply

meant to show that the units were left to pulse continuously in a stationaly position, with

the trace plot an average of all scans collected. The tinle reference t¡ refers to the

difference flom ttansmitter pulse onset time to primary reflection event, and tz to the

time difference flom the primary reflection event to the secondary reflection event.
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Figure 5.6: Trace plot and B-scan of250 MHz system over 1.38 nl thick bare first-year sea ice,
collected on 2006i03/06 in the Chùrchill River estuary
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Figure 5,7: Trace plot and B-scân of I GHz system over 1.38 m thick bare first-year sea ice,
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The two major events depicted in the trace plot, and quite clearly seen in the 250

MHz plot, have opposite polarity. This is because the polarity in the first half cycle of

the reflection event (where the signal first dips), is the opposite to that of the clirect

wavelet. To detennine the an'ival time of the reflected wavelet, the important issue is to

measure a point on the reflected wavelet that is consistent with the transmitted direct

wavelet. The convention used by the manulactuler of the GPR units to pick the ar¡ival

time of wavelets is straightforward. It involves measuring the time difference between

the transition of the rising edge above zero of the first half cycle of the direct wavelet to

the staÍ of the negative half for the reflected wavelet, as seen in the tirne domain plot of

Figure 5.8.

To get the total delay tirne, the separation between the transmitter and receiver

must be taken into account, as the reception of the transmitted pulse took a finite tir¡e to

get to the receiver. This will be added to the time zero ltarget tirne difference, giving the
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absolute depth. The separation difference in air for the GPR units can be approximated

by previously stated values, with 38 cm for the 250 MHz system, and 15 cm for the I

GHz systern. This will effectively add a delay of 1.26 ns and 0.5 ns, respectively, to the

two-way travel time calculation.

Although a bottom sea ice reflection can be observed with the higher fi'equency

units, the lower frequency unit's retum should be analyzed as it will be more efficient in

determining absolute thickness in deeper floes. In the bare sea ice calibration, the arrival

time of the wavelet is roughly 15.55 ns for the 250 MHz antenna. In addition to the

separation distance time, the total delay tirne is 1 6.81 ns. The two-way travel time

calculation, using a calculated average sea ice pennittivity thlough the entire ice

thickness of e,. : 3.5, yields a time oî 17 .21 ns. The discrepancy between these two

values is most Iikely attributed to the highly saline bottom skeletal layer, where a

reflection was generated in the last few centirnetres of sea ice. This reflection is due to

the marked contrast to the díelectlic constant ofthe main columnar layer, as observed in

the dielechic profile for the ice core. Taking this into account and t'ecalculating the two-

way travel time gives 16.84 ns, which is much more reasonable.
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Interestingly, there exists an observable secondary reflection in every trace plot

at both frequencies. This distinctive attribute in the radargr arn is spaced roughly the

same time difference from the primary reflection event as there is between the primary

reflection and the onset of the transmitter pulse wave. This can be seen in Figure 5.6 and

Figure 5.7 as the time differences t¡ and t2. The reason the secondary echo appears is that

once the propagating wave is reflected frorn the sea ice / sea water boundary and read in

at the receiver, it is re-reflected frorn the air / snow / sea ice interface back down again.

This process continues until all energy is gone or low enough such that the equipment

cannot detect it. It was detected only as a lesult of a large time window. The reverse

polarity of the secondary reflection compared to the prirnary leflection is due to the

additional reflection coefficient that the wave will see at this sea ice / snow / air

5u40JU-1û
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boundary when it approaches it from inside the complex medium as seen in Figure 5.9,

which is simply an enlarged version ofFigure 5.8.
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Figure 5.9: Enlarged vierv of FiguIe 5,8, displaying the polârity of the seconda¡'v reflection

5,1,2,2 Various Transect Results

Following the static measurelnent, the GPR system was towed behind the snow

machine for survey measurements over different transects. Two examples are shown in

Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.1I highlighting the return ofboth units.
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At the bottorr of the irnage is a marker indicating "F1". This represents a fiducial

marker that can be input by the user into the system when conducting a survey. It serves

to exactly mark a position during a suley for the GPR user to retum to, or if there is an

object / reflection event of interest to review at a later time. In this case it was the

location of a snow pit.

Applying SEC gain to Figure 5.11, scattering events from shuctures within the

ice can be seen by the identified region in Figure 5.12. Not to be mistaken with any deep

snow, the scattering occurs well below any lecorded snow thickness. Extensive

investigation of the area was not perfomed, but this can most likely be attributed to a

refrozen sea ice section, or possibly a crack in the ice. A bottom reflection is still quite

clear, so it can be assumed this is still a fully fi'ozen portion of the survey.
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Figure 5.12: SEC gain of B-scnu of I GHz system response duÌirìg â long transect, collected oÌ
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A custorn-made program lcePicker was developed by Sensors and Software, Inc.

1o provide an accurate estilnate of ice thick¡ess flom data collected by GPR units in the

field. The software operates by autornatically picking the arrival time of tho tlansmitted

pulse that has been reflected from the bottom of the sea ice. The radar section and picked

an'ival time can then be displayed in a B-scan togethel with pertinent collection data

such as GPS location and amplitude of the received wavelet. Two irnages are shown in

Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14, which are sections of the previous long transect example

shown in Figure 5.1I and Figure 5.12.

top line bottom line

I'ac€¡2750 Po¡¡ion, lo4: 9¡ ?t.51¡3 L¿r.50.77s{0r0 tr.v 000D
ÁñÞ.0072óV lce lhiclnqr:1.¡¡6¡ Eu .nr Picr t lc. 123r. Áq.37.M nv QqJr 0.99i

?500 255tt 2600 2550 2aan /

Figure 5.13: ß-scan of 250 lUHz systern displayed in Figure 5,10, in lcePicker sofÍyat e
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Figure 5.14: B-scan of I GHz svste¡n displa¡'ed iD Figure 5.1 l, in /cePrcÅer softrrare

The bottom line indicates the automatically chosen ice thickness, and the top line

indicates the start of the direct transmitted wavelet. This software tool assumes no

overlying snow cover. Ergo, an alea of known snovr' thickness should have an ice

thickness re-picked manually, since the total ice thickness is being misrepresented by the

greater-than-zero snow level.

The r¡inimum thickness measured in the Churchill River Estuary during this

l'esearch was roughly 0.95 m, and the maximum thickness was roughly 1.56 m.

5.1.2.3 Snorv Thickness Resolution

Specific spot measurements were conducted following transect expefiments to

study the effect of diffeling snow thicknesses on GPR trace data. In discussing the snow

thickness resolution in tenns of ìayering, the objective is to demarcate two separate

pulses in time. These are, namely, the pulse received due to the direct air wave and the
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l'eflection caused from the clielectlic difference between the bottom snow layer and the

top ice layer'. Snow thicknesses of l5 crn, 44 cm, and 65 cm were investigated with both

GPR units. These thicknesses were highly representative of the varying level of snow

thickness in the study area. More irnporlantly, the minimum thickness was selected as it

serves to test the approxilnate r¡inir¡um resolvable thickness from the range resolution

equation (roughly I 1.5 cnr). All B-scans presented in this section have the depth scale

already set to colnpensate for the antenna separation (i.e. the additional air wave travel

time does not need to be added). Also, the depth for the primary sea ice / sea water

reflection is not accurate, since the velocity profìle in the irnage is set for dry snow.
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Figure 5.15: Trace plot and B-scan of 250 MHz s¡'stenì over' 65 cnr of snorv, collected on 2006/03/06
in the ChuÌchill River estrrary

From the 250 MHz 65 crn lrace retum in Figure 5.15, it is observed that there is a

double peak, which is likely a reflected wavelet due to a change in electric propeÍìes at a
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depth equivalent to 5 ns travel time on the trace plot. The polaríty is reversed from the

dilect wavelet, indicating that the pernittivity of this layel is higher, which is consistent

with the wave encounteling sea ice. In this exarnple, the reflected wavelet is well

separated in time from the direct ',¡r'avelet. An absolute measurement of snow thickness,

however, cannot be inferred, but is apparent frorn the I GHz system as seen in Figure

5.1 6.
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Figure 5.16: Trace plot and B-scaÌr of I GHz syste¡rr over 65 cnr of snorr, collected on 200ó/03/06 in
the Churchill River estuary

At the 44 crì snow thickrress, the 250 MHz trace return in Figule 5.17 displays a

common dilect wavelet that is seen in snow covered ice. Since the permittivity change is

well within range of the dilect arrival energy, an extra peak shape appears (as seen in

Figure 5.15 with a large snow layer). An absolute measurement of snow thickness is

infered quite well by the I GHz system, as seen in Figure 5.1 8.
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At 15 cm snow depth, in the 250 MHz system thele is balely a noticeable

reaction to the underlying snow in the direct wavelet, as seen in Figure 5.19. The 1 GHz

trace in this shallow snorv thickness displays an arnplified direct coupling air wave. The

reflection is realized almost irnmediately afÌer the dilectly transmitted air wave, which is

in tum enhancing this event. The two events are thus nearing the point at tvhich they are

not distinguishable, as seen in Figure 5.20. More appropriately, the range lesolution

cannot give a rnore accurate thickness.

Additional testing ofsnow varieties and thickness could possibly identify another

stratigraphic layer within the snowpack, but was not done in this study. Nevertheless,

sorting the retum from diflerent layers is diffìcult, as many smaller echoes are plesent in

the snow velsus sea ice, and vary considerably from location to location.
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in the Churchill River estuary
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Figure 5.20: Trace plot and B-scan of I GHz system over 15 cm of snorv, collected on 2006/03/06 in
the Churchill Riyer estuary

The snow thickness resolution data at I GHz can be used to accurately deten¡ine

sea ice thickness. Applying the two-way travel time calculation to the rnajor reflection at

the snow and adding it to the travel time to the ice bottom reflection (and assurning

average dielectric values) will give the total thickness flom the snow surface to the sea

water interface. Results compadng the real (or hand-measured) snow and sea ice

thicknesses to the calculated thicknesses are displayed in Table 5.1 .

Table 5.1: Reâl and câlculated thicknesses at snoìy measure¡nent sites
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Snow Site Real Thickness Calculâted Thickness
65 cm 65 cm snow + 1'12 cm ice 69 cm + 104 cm ice
44 cm 44 cm snow + 129 cm ice 46cm + 118 cm ¡ce

15cm 1 5 cm snow + 120 cm ice 17cm+111cmice
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5.1.2.4 Anisotropy

When conducting a long transect, there were numerous small sections of sea ice

that exhibited the property of anisotropy, visible fíorn the significant reduction in

wavefolln arnplitude and major shape change. These occunences are not on the order of

magnitude as the example case given in Chapter 2, tvhere the signal is completely

extinguished, but nevertheless show the presence of a bottorn-prefen'ed crystal

aligmnent. Moreover, the earlier example had a very small prìmary reflection event

when oriented palallel with the c-axis, whereas in this exarnple it is quite high. The

distance between the two positions measudng a strong reflection signal is approximately

4 m, as seen in Figure 5.21. Refer to Figule 5.22 and Figure 5.23 for the recorded

radargram of this phenomenon.

The clairn of observable anisotropy in this location at this time of year can be

validated by ruling out other factors that may yield a radargram to appear in this manner.

Investigating solid-phase fi'ozen ice thennodynamically should give a clear retum in this

thickness. Additionally, there was no loss mechanism to rnake it attenuate heavily or

relìect this dirninutive arnount.
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Figure 5.23: Trace plot of 250 MHz system at position 3286 m in Figure 5.21

5,1.2.5 Under-Snorv Sea Ice Flooding

This dgid, finn region of developed fir'st-year ice had a melting locality in the

lniddle of the Churchill River estuary. This area \¡/as defìned by a high water liquid

phase throughout the entire ice layer, which severely affected measurements, as well as a

high water content in the sunounding snow. Due to under-snow sea ice flooding, it was

contained to only a small section of the open ice. Its effects al'e illustrated in Figure 5.24

and Figure 5.25. At the end ofeach B-scan, the signal reappears in the data as the snow

machine was driven over solid, frozen sea ice again, As well, a fiducial rnarker "F2" was

recorded to mark the locatíon.
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5.2 Northwest Passage Field Work

5,2,1 Snorv and Sea Ice Dielectrics

As noted in [4], there was only a thin layer of snorv present on most floes (< 5

crn), thus, extensive snow studies were not conducted. Although soÍre areas had deeper

dry snow deposits, a specifìc GPR investigation was not warranted, as the resolution

capabilities of the system had been determined from the previous first-year sea ice

carnpaign. It was further concluded that the minimal snow cover had negligible

conductivity with respect to the underlying ice to cause any major change in the

transmitted or direct ground wave.

Logistic and time constraints only pennitted ice cores to be extracted fì'om the

top 1 rn of the floes visited. All floes encountered had numerous auger holes drilled to

verify thickness, with most floes having a thickness of 3.5 rn or greater. In rnany

instances, a final sea ice thickness could not be determined as the floe was thicker than

the total 4 rn length of equiprnent in use. Additionally, there were many water horizons

within I m of the surflace. It can be assumed that some areas of the multiyear floes n.ray

have exhibited high loss, which decayed the GPR signal as well.

The dielectric profile for a representative multiyear ice floe, examined on

Septernber 23,2006, is shown in Figule 5.26 and Figure 5.27. It shows that at this point,

the floe had suffered heavily ÍÌom the desalination process that is found in old ice,

whel'eas the younger ice seen previously was quite saline.
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5.2.2 Recorded Traces

Since a guaranteed sea ice thickness determination could not be made fiom the

trace plots, B-scan lesults for this component of field work are quite alike. In nearly all

transect results there is an expected direct transmitted air wave, followed by some

reflection activity rvithin a metre ofthe units, followed by no rneasurable retum (a nearly

straight line showing 0 V nonnalized amplitude). The reflection events were identified

as the previously rnentioned water horizons, sorne thicker snow accumulations, and large

cracks in the ice. Figule 5.28 is a profile recorded near where the dielectrics were

extlacted in Figure 5.26 and Fig:re 5.27. This radalgram was typically seen on all of the

floes investigatecl. Figure 5.29 is a trace plot fi'orn the l5 m position rnarker in Figure

5.28, which shows a buried water layer at approximately l.l m below the surface.
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5.3 Simulated Results

Sìrnulations in GprMax3D were lun with respect to specific calibration events, as

cornputational limitations rendered rnodelling large transects an irnpossibility.

Dielectrics of stlatifìed media were input to the model based on previously calculated

fìeld data dielectrics, from Section 5.1 and Section 5.2.

5,3.1 Bare Sea Ice Calibration

A model based on the parameters of the bare sea ice calibration ofSection 5.1.2.1

is shown in the stratification of Figure 5.30, with o listed in (S/m). The results at both

frequencies ofinterest are given in Figure 5.31 and Figure 5.32.
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The disclepancy between the two air waves in the 250 MHz case can be

explained by examining each major component of the respective signals individually.

Modelling the entile area surrounding the GPR units, which rvould involve numerous sea

ice cores (and thus, the dielectrics needed fol modelling) is required to accurately depict

the region around the system. Since this was not done, this space is modelled as part of

the stratified mediurn layer. Since it is not entirely h'ue to the physical paranreters in the

fìeld, the direct wavelet will not be exactly true either'. The wavefonn shape of the

reflection not aligning perfectly between the field and sirnulated lesult is a corollary of

the antenna not being modelled exactly, due to proprietary restrictions.
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Figuì'e 5.32: Comparison of field (solid line) dâta from Section 5.1.2.1 and modelled (dott€d line)
datâ of a I GHz air ryaye calibration over 1.38 nl thick sea ice
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consequence of the modelling regime. The major interfaces only have a few layers input,

(stemming from the accuracy of the field sampling), giving rise to a small number of

reflections that the radiated field will encounter and be recorded at the receiver. In the

field, many smaller inhomogeneous layers are present. This layering will distort the

incident freld wavelet from this original shape only if it is on the scale of the propagating

wavelength (i.e. the electrical size). This is seen in the magnified Figure 5.33 by the

many jagged peaks and troughs of the actual field data. The simulated wavelet reflection

is similar to that seen in the modelled signal of Figure 3.5, which is smooth and without

much distortion, as seen in a further magnified Figure 5.34.
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The amplitude of the reflection event in the field data is considerably higher than

in the simulation waveform due to non-exact rnodelling of the antenna. The polarity and

time of signal change at key points, such as the transrnitted wavelet and the beginning of

the main reflection event, though, occur near-simultaneously in the fìeld and simulation

data.
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Figure 5.34: Vierv of the simulated Ìeflection at the seâ ice / sea ìyater interface from Figure 5.33

A hypothetical model was created by adding in finer, additional bottorn layers of

sea ice which gradually increase in pennittivity and loss, shown in Figure 5.35. This

supplementary stratification can be envisioned as the possible layeling in the sea ice

skeletal section, and are on the order of the wavelength of the high frequency antenna

(the srnallest range difference between two layers is the size of two cells, or 0.0150 m).

This will effectively show how the waveform can be distorled in shape true to the field

data, unlike that of the waveform in Figure 5.34. The results of this sirnulation can be
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seen in Figure 5.36, showing how the revised simulation gives lnuch more waveform

distortion, including a thild peak.

Table 5.2: Modelling values for hypothetical skeletâl lâyer simulation

1.3 nr

1.5 cm

1.5 cm

1.5 cnr

Figure 5.35: Stratification of sea ice layers in â hypothetical finer skeletal lâyering
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5,3.2 Snorv Thickness Resolution

A model based on the snow thickness resolution experirnent ofSection 5.1.2.3 is

shown in the stratification of Figure 5.37, with model input distances listed in Table 5.3.

The thicknesses for the different layers were apploximated based on average dielectric

values and typical segmentation, as separating layers accurately is extremely difficult

when conducting field sampling at set intervals. The model includes the three

hypothetical skeletal layers as defined in Table 5.2, rather than just one bulk layer.

Simulation trace results compared alongside the field traces, are seen in Figure

5.38, which show how the direct arrival and reflectíon at the rnajor intelfaces align in

time accordingly. The amplitude of the reflection at the sea ice / sea rvater boundary had

a moclerate gain applied for display purposes. In can be seen in Figure 5.38(c) that the
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typical direct air wave shown in (a) and (b) of the same figure, has changed to include a

srnaller third peak shape. This signal activity is the l5 crn snow layer being absolbed by

the direct anival, and is effectively showing the snow thickness limit before the

resolution of the system can no longer detect this layer.

dl

d2

d3

d4

d5

Figure 5,37: Stratification of snorv and sea ice layers fronr snorv thickness resolution experinlent in
Section 5.1.2.3

Tâble 5.3: Modelling values for snorv thíckness resolution simülâtions

d6

d'I

d8

d1 lcm) d2 lcm) d3 lcm) d4 lcm) d5 fcm) d6 lcm) d7 lcm) dB lcm)
65 cm case 3.75 57.75 3.75 3.00 104.25 I .50 1.50 1 .50
44 cm case 375 36 75 375 300 12't 50 150 150 150
15 cm case 3.00 9.00 3.00 3.00 112.50 1 .50 1.50 't .50
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As seen from the high-fiequency field data in Section 5.1.2.3, the returned signal

at the interface between the dry snow and sea ice is not of a clear, smooth shape, but

rather that ola multi-peaked jagged form. Only the relative arnplitude spike allows it to

be discernable from the background waveform. It is for this reason that a sensitivity

study is more prudent than simulating a pennittivity study.

A sirnulation was run to examin'e the sensitivity of the model by altering the

stratification layers slightly. Since field work cannot dictate the layers perfectly, this

latitude in layer assignment will show the differences that arise from being out in

plecision on both ends of the measurement. Stratification values are listed in Table 5.4,

with the dielectric profiles from the previous simulation being maintained. Results are

displayed in Figure 5.39, cornparing the new results with those of the simulations seen in

Figure 5.38.

It can be seen that the sensitivity simulations ploduced data quite alike to the

original sirnulated data. Therefore, from the field data collected it can be concluded that

GPR data is rninimally disturbed fi'orn small-scale field thickness sampling, but highly

sensitive to dielectric sampling, especially in a thin, highly inhornogeneous layering.

Table 5.4: Modelling vâlues fo¡'snory thickness r€solution sensitiyity simulations

d1 lcml d2 (cm) d3 (cm) d4 (cm) d5 lcm) d6 (cm) d (cm) d8 lcm)
65 cm case 1.50 62.25 1 .50 3.00 104.25 1.50 .50 I .50
44 cm case 1.50 4t.¿c '1 .50 3.00 12'l .50 1.50 .50 1 .50
15 cm case 1.50 12.00 1 .50 3.00 112 50 150 50 150
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5.4 Conclusion

This chapter provided an overview of the results gathered through field work and

in electromagnetic simulations. The measured ground huth fiom both campaigns

included calculating snow and sea ice dielectrics fi'om empirical fonnulations. Presented

GPR data of firslyear sea ice was given in the fonn ofa bare sea ice calibration, various

transects, a snow thickness resolution test, the observation of anisotropy, and the

examination of under-snow sea ice flooding. The multiyear sea ice GPR data

delnonstrated that the units used in the experiment, at that tirne of season, could not

derive a total ice floe thickness, and only assisted in documenting the location offeatures

such as water horizons.

The computer sir¡ulations showed how the an'ival tir¡e of the direct and reflected

wavelet in sirnulations matched up well with field data in both the calibration experiment

and the snow thickness resolution experiment. The retum wavelet shape in the 250 MHz

sirnulation rnirnicked the leal data well. The I GHz sirnulation did not rnatch up well

because additional sirnulation resources are needed, such as further stratigraphic layers

fot'the rnedia. It was shown that sr¡aller layer allocation in the skeletal layer can help

realize this process. Also, both antennas wele subject to heavy rnodelling restdctions,

causing the dilect arrival and reflected shape to be rnisaligned. lt was shown via a

sensitivity study that the trace profile is altered minimally when input layer pararneters

are changed slightly to account for field sampling accuracy. There rvere no B-scans

presented in this section, as the aim was to show that the trace plots from the field data

match well with those from the simulated data; B-scan imagery is rnerely the logical

consequence.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion

6.1 Summary

The thesis has displayed field and sinulated resulls of a Ground Penetrating

Radar systerr over snow covered sea ice. These results are in good agreement with each

other in that the magnitude and rvavefonn of the two align accordingly at key points.

In the field, the GPR units could determine fìrst-year sea ice thickness accurately

at both flequencies within l0 cm. The minimum thickness apparent in the Churchill

River Estuary region at the time of this research was detected as roughly 0.95 m, and the

maximurn thickness to be roughly 1.56 rn. Additionally, the remote sensing devices

detected the presence ofanisotropy from the bottonr reflections.

The average pennittivily calculated in the fir'st-yeal sea ice was e,.: 3.5. Snow

thickness measurements obtained with the I GHz systerr could resolve depths of

roughly 12 cm and g'eater, or approxirnalely a miniurum half wavelength in the medium.

The avetage perrnittivity of the dry snow was calculated as s/.: 1.64. These

measul'ements allowed for a first-year sea ice rnodel to be developed.

A final multiyear sea ice thickness could not be determined due to the

sumounding ice floes having numerous water horizons, or a thickness surpassing the

maximum penetlation depth of the systern. These findings are in agreement with other

researchers who have used GPR over multiyear ice in a concomitant study period [85],

who mention that using GPR was extlemely diffìcult on any ice during the sumrner,

when the ice is wann and rnight be filled with rnelt water. Due to the highly

inhomogeneous and thick rnultiyear sea ice observed, the multiyear ice could not be

accurately nlodelled.
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A limitation of the field study is that no wet sno\À, was covered, which includes

funiculal'and pendular regimes. It is expected nonetheless that wet snow will attenuate

the GPR wave heavily and pose a large hazarð to the quality of the data [86].

The output traces from the stratified geophysical model demonstrated thât the

antenna design is accurate in detennining the layer change between dry snotv and sea ice

in fìr'st-year sea ice, and detennining the overall ice thickness. A sensitívity study at the

higher frequency showed little difference in trace profile when layer thicknesses were

changed minirnally to account for' field sampling accuracy. When an assurned skeletal

layel was divided into gradually increasing lossy clielectric slabs, the radargram was

more alike to that seen in the field than when left unclivided.

A nurnber of design specifications must be considered in evaluating the

sirnulations:

l The desígn of the antennas was a rough approxirnation of the real antennas due to

heavy proprietaty restrictions.

2. There was a finite snow and sea ice layel stratification possible when doing field

work which does not totally mimic fìeld conditions when inserted into a model. In

situations where the layering thickness of the modelled mediurn is rnuch less than a

wavelength of the incident field, it is not possible to obtain separate events for each

layer.

3. Modelling did not take into accoulìt the exact platelet structure of the sea ice and

c-axis bdne orientation due to the irnmense computational resources that rvould be

needed to reliably reproduce the necessary conditions fo¡ observable anisotropy.
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4. There is no noise in the modelled data as well, whereas in the field there is always

some form of noise present.

6.2 Future Work

The collected fìeld data in this work only cornprises a few isolated areas. Further

GPR research must be done to acld to the knowledge database of the response to other

snow covered sea ice physical varieties. Sorne of this data is cun'ently being gathered as

part of the CFL project in the Westem Canadian Arctic aboard the CCGS Anundsen.

Also, to inspect the phenomenon of anisotropy rnore closely, a location more suitable to

detect this trend would be a long stretch in a nan'ow channel in the CAA. In this

location, the formation mechanism is such that the ice branches outwards in the shallows

near the coast, which gives rise to large sections ofanisotropic sea ice.

Future modelling approaches can include a more detailed antenna structuÌe, if

available. In addition, a sirnulation would benefit from incoqtorating finer sh'atification

of the different snow and sea ice layers into the rnodel, rvhich includes having non-

planar surfaces to lepresent the dielectlic boundaries and an anisotropic bottom sea ice

structul'e.
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Appendix A

Derivation of Range and Lateral Resolution Equations

Referring to Figule 2.7:

i- -- -- -- ---- ---l,Tx *i

io oi

l
+

t <_ ¿L
a

-l

For targets 1 and 2, the longitudinal difference in tine is directly related to the

difference in radial ol longitudinal distance between the targets. The travel time fol the

fìrst target is:

2r
'r y

and the travel time for the second target will be:

(a.l)

oo

V

2r + 2Ar
t2 - 

-
where v is the plopagation velocity of the signal. The differential time is expressed as:

. 2r + 2Ar 21 2Ar/\t-1 _t - y Ì) ì,,

This time difference must be gteater than the pulse width in order for responses

to be detected as two events. Therefore, the spatial separation of targets in the radial

direction from the systern rnust be:

(a.2)

(a.3 )
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Wvvnt'=V= *, (a.4)

where l4z is the pulse rvidth, and.Bu, is the bandwidth of the signal.

The pulse width and velocity in the material combine to dictate the radial

resolution. The lateraÌ resolution is essentially independent of distance from the source

in the ideal wor'ld.

The latelal resolution is analyzed in a similar fashion. Following the geometry of

the second image, the lravel tirne for target 1 is:

2rt,=i (a.s)

and the lr'avel tirne for target 2 is:

2.,1,+ tt:tr= , (a 6)

and the time difference betrveen the two events is:

r---:----------'

At = t: - t, =?'l!' + Al' 
-2r -2\"lr' + LI' -r)

rl v t, (a.7)

In most situations, the target is a substantial distance away fi'om the measurement

system, pennitting use of an apploxirnalion 1 
Mr' ..1¡. When this approxirnation is
r

employed:

(a.8)

The tirne difference is now found to be:

A1,2Ll=12*tt=-
tr'

(a.9)

The lateral resolution (tlie rninirnum separation of two distinguishable side-by-side

targets) must be:
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(a.10)

The lateral resolution depends on the velocity of the pulse width as well as the

dislance frorn the system. ln essence, as the distance from the GPR systern to the target

becomeS lafger', the lateral resolution becomes lower.

t_
LL=Jvrt\t =.1 ''

V Bu,
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Appendix B

Example table of .as2 file

When a reflection survey is completed, the data can be conveÍed into an .as2

file. The raw data will then appear such as the table shown below. Point arnplitudes frorn

individual traces are found in separate columns, and the position of the trace at which it

was recorded is found at the top of the coluntn. The rneasuled data in this file ale the

electric field values measured by the antenna. The amplitudes covel the l6-bit digital

nnge, -327681o +32768. The time values ofeach trace are located in the first position of

the row.

time amplitude values

position
Table Appcndix B-l: Ej(ample .as2 file

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7

1.39 -127I 1279 1270 1219 1260 -1276 1263
1.19 -1028 -l065 -1036 -1062 -1057 1063 -1044

-0.99 -612 728 -678 -721 729 -730 -684
-0.8 -69 144 103 -t27 158 124 133
-0.6 I 014 959 951 966 887 828 962
-0.4 2576 2443 2560 2s34 2499 2393 2546

5025 47 t8 4972 4786 4945 4754 4854
0 I 1910 10476 1t672 10486 106s0 10250 lilts

0.2 23027 22746 23078 22778 23022 22155 23051
0.4 22812 22832 22838 22847 2285'7 228ss 228s6
0.6 23029 23049 23043 23036 23062 23023 23046
0.8 t2246 -9190 -12169 -9849 il 310 -7 505 - r 0568

0.99 32168 -32768 -32168 32768 -32768 32768 32768
19 32768 -32768 -32768 32168 -32168 -32768 -32768

.39 32768 .32768 -32768 -32'768 -32768 -32768 32768
59 15301 19552 15418 -19897 18627 -20621 t8513
79 23021 23014 23094 23040 23009 23025 23126
99 22853 22866 22876 22885 22893 22891 22901

2.19 22862 22881 2288'7 22898 22899 22899 22909
2.39 18655 22803 t9532 22891 22'711 23040 20304

----'
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Appendix C

Field data collected

The following tables list sorne of the field data collected frorn field campaigns in

the Churchill River Estuary and through the Northwest Passage:

Churchill - 44 cm Snow Pit

Thickness (cm) Density (kglm3) /n slfu T ("C)

1 44-42 360.6897 -7 .9

2 30-28 41 1 .5536 -8 1

20-18 399.5856 7.8

4 1O-Auq 359. 1937

5 06-ADr 203.6098 -64
6 04-Feb 329.2737
7 2-si 339.7457 5.8

st ÃÂ

Churchill - L38 rn lce Core

Deoth start lcm\ Depth end (cm) o (rrS/cm) /n sifu T ('C)
o 10 1056 -7.17

10 20 219 -7.05

20 30 28.8 -6.61

30 40 a4 1 7.19
40 50 259 -5.69
50 60 155.3 -5.89
60 70 ct -5.38

70 80 99.s -4.94

80 o^ -3.09
90 00 05,7 -2.09
100 10 19.1 71

110 20 74.6 39
120 30 54.1 1.59

130 275 1.5

135 38 7880 1.5



NWP - lce Core

Denth stârt lcmì Deoth end (cm) o (r¡S/cm) /n síu T l"C)
0 10 49.1 o
10 20 24.8 .6

20 30 721 2

30 40 1433. I

40 50 295 1

50 60 427 -o.7
60 70 7't 5 -0.5
70 80 1006 -05
80 o^ 837 -0.7
90 100 871 -0.8
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